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Mr. GEORGE, from the Committee on Finance, submitted the following

REPORT

[To accompany H1. J. Res. 1111

The Committee on Finance, to whom was referred the joint reso-
lution (H. J. Res. II i) to extend the authority of the President under
section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended, having considered
the same, report favorably thereon with an amendment and recom-
men(l that the joint resolution as amended do pass.
The anen(lment approved by a majority of the committee is as

follows:
In line 8, before the period, insert a colon and the following:

Provided, That every foreign trade agreement concluded in accordance with the
provisions of said Act as amended, shall be subject to termination six months
after the cessation of hostilities il the present war as fixed by proclamation of the
President, pursuant to joint resolution of the Congress or by the President

There is suhstantint disagreement within the committee concerning
the al)ove amendment, and those who opposed the amendment re-
served the right to resist it on the floor and to seek passage of the joint
resolution without this amendment.
For the information of the Senate there is attached hereto and made

a part of this report the report of the House Committee on Ways and
Means which accompanied the joint resolution (H. Rept. No. 409,
78th Cong., 1st sess.).
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the Ulnioij 11nd(1 ordered to be irilnted

Mr. DouGHToN, from the Committee on Ways and Means, submitted
the following

R EPO RT
[To accomp~l):imy II. J. Res. Im1

I

The Committee on Ways aiI(l .1etins, to whoin wvas referred the
joint resolution (H. J. Res. 111) to extend the authority of the Presi-
(lent uider sections 350 of the Tariff Act of 19:30, s anmenledv, having
had the same under consideration, report it back to the House with
an amedineit, ald recommend that the joint resolution, as amended,
(to l)pss.
The original Trade Agreements Act of 1934, tid the continuing

resolutions of 1937 and 1.9-10, ilei)rinte(d at the end of this report for
the information of the House.

T11 amendment approved by the committee is as follows:
S-Ec. 2. Svetion 3.50 (n) (2) of the Tariff Act ut 1980 (U. S. C., 1!J4o edition,

title Ii), sec. 1351 (a) (2)) is amended by inserti ag after "because of its dis-
(rininatory treat tment of American commerce or because of other acts" the fol-
lowing : "(inclhidiag the operations of international cartels)".
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2 EXTENSLON OF RECIPROCAL TRADE AGREEM&NTS ACT

II

THE TRADE AGREEmENTs ACr AND Is ADmINISrTATION

THE AOC

The Trade Agreements Act of 1934 authorizes the President:
(1) To enter Into foreign trade agreements with foreign governments or in-

strumentalitles thereof; and
(2) To proclain such modlflcations of existing duties or other import restric-

tionis, or such additional Import restrictions, or such continuanceand for such
minimum periods, of existing customs or excise treatment of any article-
as is al)prol)riate to carr y otagreements male.

'I'Thp act provides, as a limitation on the authority-
No proclamation shall be mn(ae increasing or decreasing by more than 50 per
centuin any existing rate of duty or transferring any article between the dutiable
and the free lists.
The initial terni of ain agreement mtay not be, longer thanl 3 years,

11n1l each agreement mu11st he terminable at the end of this period or
thereafter upon not more than 6 months' notice.
This authority is gcrianted "for the purpose of expanding foreign

markets for the products of the United States." It is to be exercised
only if the President "finds as a fact that ainy existing duties or other
ilnl)ort restrictions of the United States or any foreign country are
un(Iluly burdening an(l restricting the foreign trade of the United
States." It is to te exercised(l "by regulating the admission of foreign
goods into the United States in accordance with the characteristics
:an1(d needs of various branches of Anmerican production so that foreign
nmarket; will be madie available to thlose branches of American l)roduc-
t ion which require adll arn capable of developing such outlets * * ."
Before any trladle aglu'eemnelnt canll )e entered into, the Pres-ident must

-X-s~ekl~formiatio arin( advice with respect thereto fromn the United
States 'Triff Conmission, the I)epartments of State, Agriculture, and
(No11lulerc andi froill Sucih other Sources as he may (leem al)ppropriate"
and in each case "reasonable public notice of the intention to negotiate
ain agreement" mulislt. be given "in oi'der that any interested person may
have an opportunity to lpr(sent his views."

I'lle acttrovi(les that when new duties are aifreed to and l)i'oclailned
they "Shal0l alply to aljtiules tlhe growth, proIuce, or nufacture of
all foreign countries whether imported directly or indirectly" with
appropriate p)rovision for susl)eplsion of trade-agreemnent benefits in
the case of countries which (liscriininate against our commerce, or
which take ilher action tendliln, to dlefeat the purposes of the act.
With the exception of th1e special provision in the act for the con-
tinutance of preferential arrangements with Cuba, which gro back to
1902, the act thulSs contiinues the traditional trade policy of the United
States not to discriminate between foreign nations but to extend
equality of tariff treatment to all who (do not discriminatee against the
trade of this country.
The Trade Agreements Act does niot authorize the Conduct of any

portion of our export or import business by the Government of the
IJnited States. It seeks to lighten the restrictions, both in this coun-
try and abroad, on the operations of private businessmen, and leaves
the rest to private enterprise. The existing wartime conduct of large
portions of our foreign trade by government is under other laws.
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The authority of the President to enter into agreements under the
act was originally granted for a term of 3 years only. It has been
renewed twice since, each time for a like term and without change.
It will expire June 12, next, unless renewed. The present resolution,
if adopted, will renew it for another 3-year term.

THE ADMINISTRATION OF THE ACT

The act, it will be noted, did not create a special new commission
to advise the President, but instead directed him to utilize the speci-
fied existing departen ts and agencies for advice and information
in the administration of the act.
Pursuant to this provision in the act, ani effective interdepartmental

organization has been developed with a view to bringing to bear upon
each detailed question all the facts available. rThe interdepartmental
trade-agreements organization is designed to draw on the fiill in-
formation and resources of the quali'ed Government agencies .and
to obtain the views and all pertinent facts which private interests
desire to furnish oil the items Ud(ler consideration.
The Conmlmittee for Reciplrocity Information, which is composed

of responsible officers of the TrlifA Conlmission and the Departments
of State, Commerce, Agriculture, and Treasury, is the interdelpart-
mental agency through which private interests present. their views
and information. The Vice Chairman of the Tariff Commission
serves as Chairman of the Committee and most of the members of
this commn-ittee also serve as mlenmbers of the rprrlde Agreemieits Coin-
mittee, the interdepartmental committee which coordintotes the work
of all the interested Government agencies in the addminiistration of the
tra(de-agreelments program.
When it hias been determined to attelnp)t. negotiation of a trade

agreemle~nt with any country, and before negotiations start, notice of
intention to negotiate is pulblished in the Fe'deral Re(ister, other gov-
ernmiental publications, and in the press. The notice nairmes the ebuin-
try, and aloug with it is pUblislhed a list of productss onlwhich con-
cessions in the American rates will be considered. No concessioni
is considered ()11 Illy product which is oIOt included ill this list;. Upon
the announcement, by the Secretary of State that a trade .agreement
is to be negotiated witlh a particular country, the Comnnittee for
Reciprocity Inforimation sets a date (usually m)iore than 30 (lays after
th]e Secretary's announcement) for a public hearing before the coin-
inittee and a (late for the filing of briefs (usually a Nweek or m1'ore be-
fore the (late of the hearing). Both oral anIda written stateniemits
mialy be offered l)efore the committee, and there are no restrictions on
the character of the ConSi(leratiOIis thwat imay be heard. Full oppor-
tiIlity is given to everyone conceriie(l to piiesent whatever facts or
views lhe wishes. In .addition to the holding of suich regular hearings
pIrior to the commlneincement of negotiations the coirimittee stan-ids ready
at all times to hear interested parties onl al form-ral or informal baSis
whenever they desire to present additional facts or arguments bearing
onl possible concessions. Many such informal mIeetIlngs With inter-
ested private groups have been held after the forinal hearillns have
been concluded.
The information so presented to the Comnmittee for Reciprocity

Information is thoroughly organized and briefed for convenient use
of the trade-agreements organization by the specialists on the staff

,3
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of the Ta-riff Commission. Exact copies of formal briefs submitteI
and full transcripts of the hearings are available to and are care-
fully studied by each agency concerned.
Digests of all available information are prepared by the United

States Tariff Commission and the Department of Commerce on all
commodities that are under consideration. For items being con-
sidered for l)ossible concessions by the United States, the digests
furnish, among other things, a history of the United States tariff
rates on the co;iimmodity together with ad valorem equivalents of the
rates, a description, and an account of the uses of the commodity, the
size, and characteristics of the United States industry, and of the
foreign industry Wvhich produce the commodity, the import and ex-
port trade, condiitions of competition, and other considerations.
As each of the agencies specified by the3 act is represented at exery

level of the prel)aratory Nvo[k, all of the resources of each lire utilized.
The, care with which this work is (loie is illustrated by the digests
which the Tariff Commission has made l)llblic following the com-
pletioti of each agreement.
Members of the Tarrliff Commiissioni nare oil time mail Trrade Agree-

nments Committee and tihe s1)ecialists of the staff and the full infor-
nmational resources of the Commi-3ion are utilized ait all stages of the
negotiations. Reprewstetatives of the Commission are members of the
country committees where the detailed work is donte of pre)aring
the in formation required by the Trade Agreements (C'ommittee in its
emlsiderlatioti of the tra(le agreement.

Similarly the Departelnt of Commerce's, full resources ire utilized,
particularly in fulrni.s3hing technical information and advice concern-
ing tlhe nature of the, concessions to be sought from the other govern-
neit. in the interest of American exj)orts.
The Department of Agriculture, through its representatives onl all

committees, furnishes full information and advice onl all items per-
taining to both iinl)orts and exports of agricultural prodlucts.
The Treasury Depa rtmnent supplies iniformiation aln(l a(vice onl all

questions pertaining to its field of interest, including customs revenues
an(l customs administration.
The D)epartmient of State acts ats the coordinating agency through

which the findings aend recommendations of the Trade Agrelelments
Committee are presented to the Secretary of State and the President
for consideration andl approval. The international negotiations ill-
volved are carried out by the Department of State, assisted by the
interested agencies of the interdepartniental organization. All nle-
gotiations are confined to anil based on the al)proved findings-;and
recomnmen(ldations of the Trade Agieements Committee.
The interdepartmental organization does not shut itself off from

contacts with private interests even after a trade agreement has been
signed anid has entered into force. ?he Committee for Reciprocity
Information stands ready at till times to receive the views of interested
persons or organizations concerning any aspect of the operation of
agreements. Informal conferences or hearings are arranged whenever
anyone has a complaint to make. Sutch complaints have been remark-
ably few, attesting to the care with which the agreements have been
formulated. In several cases, adjustments have been made either
through supplementary agreements or pursuant to "escape" clauses
in the agreemnenits. Undler this procedure any necessary future ad-
jmmstinents can be made.

4
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It is clear that the successful administration of the trade-agreements
program requires the combined efforts and resources of various de-
partments and agencies in the Government. The committee is satisfied
that the existing interdepartmental organization has brought the full
resources of the Government to bear upon the problem in an effective
and economical manner with the sole view of carrying out the policies
prescribed by Congress in the best interest of the Nation as a whole.
The results achieved under the trade-agreements program during the
past 9 years of its operation fully support this conclusion.

RESULTS
Agree Wents entered into.
During the past 9 years reciprocal trade agreements have been con-

cluded with the following 27 countries, in the order in which the
agreements were signed: Cuba, Brazil, Belgium and Luxemburg,
Haiti, Sweden, Colombia, Canada, Honduras, the Netherlands, Swit-
zerland, Nicaragua, Guatemala, France, Finland, Costa Rica, El Sal-
vador, Czechoslovakia, Ecuador, the United Kingdomn of Great
Britain and Northern Ireland Turkey, Venezuela, Argentina Peru,
Uruguay, Mexico, and Iran. Negotiations are in progress with Aolivia
and Iceland.
Over 65 percent of the total foreign trade of the United States is

carried on with the countries with which reciprocal trade agreements
have been concluded. The United Kingdom and Canada are, respec-
tively, the largest and the second largest customers for American
exports.
Under the act, agreements have been made as follows:

Country Signed- Effective-

Cuba------''- Aug. 24,1934 Sept. 3,1934
Brazil--------------------------------------------- --Feb. 2, 1935 Jan. 1,1938
Belgium and Luxemburg.........,,,................. .. - Feb. 27,1935 May 1,1935
Haiti------June3,----------------------------------------------------Mar. 28,193 June 3,1935
Sweden-.----.......---------..-- May 25.1935 Aug. 6,1935
Colombia ................... ............. . . .......... . .. 13,1935 May 20. 193
Canada (superseded) .-.-................... ......... Nov. 15, 1936 Jan. 1, 1N8
Honduras-----------------------------------------------Dec. 18,1935 Mar. 2,193
The Netherlands..........-..........-.....-..-......Dec. 20,1935 Feb. 1,1936
Switzerland ........-.... . , ,Jan. 9,1936 Feb. 16,1930
Nicaragua I .................................................................- M ar. 11, 1936 Oct. 1,1938
Ouatemala-.................................................................- Apr. 24, 1936 June 15, 1938
France-.-.-.--------------------- ------- May 6,1936 Do.
CostaRicanv 2, 1.6,,19........................37..,.., . Nov. 2, 193CostSalvado------------ .--------------------------------- ------------ xFb 28, 19:36 Aug 31,

193T
El Salvador-................................. Feb. 19,1937 May 31, 1987
Czechoslovakia I-,,,--,--,,,,----, -------------Mar. 7,1938 Apr. 16,198
Ecuador. ------------------------------------- Aug. 6,1938 Oct. 23, 1938
United Kingdom...-......- ............................ Nov. 17,1938 Jan. 1,19 9
Canada (second agreement).-..-....... ..... (10 -- DO.
Turke.-- -------------------------- --------- - Apr. 1,1939 May 6, 1939
Venezuela-.. . ..- Nov. 6,1939 Dec. 18,1939
Cuba (first supplementary agreement)..-- Dec. 18,1939 Dec. 23,1939
Canada (supplementary fox-fur agreement)S.-............. Dec. 13, 10 Dec. 20, 1940
Argentina- Oct. 14,1941 Nov. 15, 141
Cuba (second supplementary agreement) ...........-...,......... Dec. 23,1941 Jan. 5, 1942
Peru------- May 7,1942 July 29,1942
Uruguay...........---------------------------------.--.........'''July 21,1942 Jan. 1,194
Mexico----.................................................... Dec. 23,1942 Jan. 80,190
Iran-...........---- -Apr. 8,1943 (4)

1 The duty concessions and certain other provisions of this agreement ceased to be in force am of muo.
10 1938

The operation of this agreement was suspended as of Apr. 22, 1939.I This replaced a previous supplementary agreement relating to fox furs, signed on Dec. 30, 1989.
'ill become effective 30 days after exchange of formal documents.

9.869604064

Table: [No Caption]
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The PuOess of the trade-agreements program.
The trade-agreements program had to make its way against a gen-

eral deterioration in international relations and the strong currents
of barter trading and other nationalistic excesses which tended tq
paralyze foreign trade generally.
The United States was faced with a choice between the use of its

economic power in an ultimately self-defeating effort to coerce other
nations into maintaining trade with us or to offer them an example
of leadership in reestablishing world trade on the basis of cooperative
action. To the everlasting credit-and self-interest--of the United
States, it chose the latter course.
The course chosen in 1934, and held to since then, has paid dividends

of two kinds: Expanded trade, with all that it has meant in terms of
income, pay rolls, and employment, alnd, at the same time, improved
general relations with other countries, which have meant much to us
in time of War and which will continue to mean much to us not only
between now and complete victory of the United Nations over the
Axis Powers but also in the years of peace.
Empa'nded trade.
The record of trade results is impressive, considering the great diffi-

culties encountered and making due allowance for the effects on trade
of factors other than the trade agreements. The Secretary of Com-
merce summed up these results in his testimony before committee,
as follows:

In my opinion, there Is no doubt that the trade agreements contributed mate-
rially to the increase in our foreign trade bet ween 1934-35 and 1938-39. Our
figures shlow that InI this )eri(od our exports to tru(le-agreement, countries increased
by 63 percent, while our shipments to nonagreenieiit countries gained by only
82 percent. In these salme years our imports from agreement countries increased
by 22 percent, as coml)are(1 with an increase of only 12 percent from nonagree-
merit countries. These factst prove to me that trd(le agreeiments ulild trade, and
that is wvhiat we want to do, not only in our own Interest bhut in the interest of
other countries with whicl we must live in peace after the wvar.
The tabulation on which lhe based this statement follows:

6



ZXTENSION OP RECIPROCAL TRADE AGEEMZENTS ACT

United States trade with trade-agreement countries and with all other countries,
1939 compared with 1938, and 1938-$9 compared with 19345-35

[Values in millions of dollars

Comparison of 1939 with 1938 Comparison of 19-30 with

tEItems 1938 1930 Change 1934-35 1938-39 Change

value value average average
Value Percent value value Value Percent

Erporte, including reexports
Total, trade-agreement countries---- 11,758 11,901 +142 +8. 1 757 * 1,232 +475 + 2.8
Total, nonagreement countries .-... 1, 336 1, 277 -69 -4. 6 '992 81, 306 +314 +31.7

Total, all countries.3,094 3,177 +83 +2.7 2,208 3,136 +9M8 +42.0

General Imports
Total, trade-agreement countries.. -- 1,165 11,387 +233 +20. 1 3774 3942 +168 +21.6
Total, nonagreement countries .... 806 931 +125 +15. 6 772 '868 +97 +12.$

'rotal, all countries ............ 961 2,318 +358 +18.3 1,851 2, 139 +288 +15.6

I Including the 18 countries (and colonies) with which agreements were In operation during the greater part
of the last 12 months. Only I of the agreements was in operation throughout 1935, 6 throughout 1936, 14 by
the end of 1936, 16 by the end of 1937, 17 by the end of 1938, and 18 by the end of 1939, including the agree
ment with the United Kingdom (covering also Newfoundland and the non-self-governing British colonies).
The agreement concluded with Turkey became provisionally effective only on May 5, 1939 and the agree-
ment with Venezuela only on Dec. 16, 1939. Statistics for these countries are therefore not included in the
above calculations.

' These figures do not Include Ecuador, the U itted Kingdom, Newfoundland, and non-self-governing
British colonies, Turkey, and Venezuela with which agreements have been concluded but where the period
during which the agreement ha.9 been In effect Is too short to Justify inclusion for purposes of comparison.

a The apparent discrepancy shown by thes figures in comparison with the other totals is due to the non-
inclusion of trade with Ecuador and the United Kingdom and its Crown colonies.
GENERAL NoTF.-Fercentage changes have been calculated upon fuller figures in thousands of dollars.
SOURCZ: Latest records of Division of Foreign Trade Statistics, Bureau of Foreign and Domestic

Commerce. Commerce Reports, Feb. 17, 1940.

Both imports from and exports to countries with which we con-
cluded trade agreements increased relatively much more than did
our trade with other countries, exports in greater proportion than
imports. No claim has been made that the trade-agreements pro-
gram was the only contributing factor to the increase in our foreign
trade since it would be expected in any event, to have recovered
in considerable degree from its depression levels. However, it must
be conceded that the trade agreements played an active part in re-
storing this trade. A passive attitude on the part of the United
States in the face of growing aggressions in the field of international
trade would probably have witnessed a substantially slower and
smaller increase in our trade, particularly in our exports.'

Comprehensive data indicating the scope of concessions obtained
and granted in trade agreements were introduced during the hear-
ings. Agreement countries have given concessions on 73.5 percent
of their agricultural imports from us and on 47.7 percent of their
nonagricultural imports from us and, from another point of view,
concessions have been obtained on 48.0 percent of our total agricul-
tural exports 'and 28/7 percent of our total nonagricultural exports

' For an oi)jective evaluation of the trade-agreements program by an Independent source,
see Foreign Policy Association's report of Apr1l 1, 1943, entitled "Reciprocl Trade Program
and Post-War Reconstruction."

7
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(pp. 232-284, unrevised committee print). A table was plresented
showing the wide range of agricultural and nonagricultural products
and groups of products on which concessions have been obtained
(pp. 235-238, unrevised committee print). The number of coun-
tries granting concessions on each product or group of products is
also shown in this table. A summary of concessions obtaii'ned and
granted appears oIn pages 366 and 367 of the unrevised coininittee
print.
Both agriculture and industry have benefited from the trade-agree-

ments program. This is borne out not only by thle statements of
many witnesses before the committee but also by the official trade
statistics, as shown by the following tabulations:

Agricultural and nonwgricultural export8 to trade-agreenent and non-trade-
agreement oountries

On the average for the 2 years, 1)38-39, ats compared with the average for
the 2 years, 1934-35:
To all countries: Percent

1. Agricultural exports------------------il--- Iere se(L- 0.1
a. Cotton exports'-- -.decreased_ 38.2
b. Other agricultural exports --------------------- increased.__ 39. 5

2. Nonagricultural exports _ ________________---___-____-__- do__ 64, 1
To trade-agreement countries: '

1. Agricultural exports _____--_____________-__-__-_---_ Icreased_ 49. 9
a. Cotton exports ---------------- - decreasedL. 13.1
b. Other agricultural exports---------------------inereased__ 98. 9

2. Nornagricultural exports ------------------------------------..(l -.... 68.4
To nor-trade-agreement countries:

1. Agricultural exports _ _--------------dererased- 26. 4
a. Cotton expx)rts '_-_-_-_______--______________ - do___ 49. 5
b. Other agricultural exports_ _______--_______ Increased-_ 38. 0

2. Nonagricultural exports -------------------------(lo-- . 59. 7
The decrease in cotton exports, which constitute from 'A to 1' of our total agricul-

tural exports, has bheen cased by a nunvl)er of special factors, particularly J)rice peg-
ftng, rather thian foreign barriern against imports of our cotton which are, in general,
ow or nonexistent.

2 lIlc(leR only countries with which agreements were In effect throughout all of the
1988-39 period.

a Not including trade with Ecuador, United Kingdom, and British colonies with which
trade agreements were In effect duringg only part of 1938-39 period.

Source: Based upon records of the Department of Commerce (April 11)43).

Agricultural and nonagric-ultural hUp 8ts fro)0M trade-agreemetit and tion-trade-
(a r)(eci(nclit ('0111f1tric

On the verage f'or the 2 years, 1938-39, is compared with the average for
the 2 years, 1934-35:
From all cotuut ries: Percent

1. Agrieiltural ipo)rts -. . ..I--- lered.sd 9. 5
a. 1)tity-fiee agricultural imports .________________-_ (lo__-- 12. 5
b. Dutiable agricultuirial imports ------------(-o-- 4.0

2. Nonagricultural 1Imnports _--- _- ______.____-_-__-_ (lo_-- 20. 8
a. I)iity-free onagricul tural IIl)OrtS ..----------------- 23.8
1. Dutiable nonagricuiltural ix)rts ---- - --------

_ ___do---- 17. 8
From trade-agreement countries:

1. Agricult ural imports ....-----------------------------------(lo---- 12. 5
a. Duty-free agricultural imports ..----- -_-- _ (1o0 __- 23. 4
b. Dutiable agricultural imports __-_______-___-(lecreased-_ 1.8

2. Nonagrieultural imports .-___- __-__- _____________-_-increasedl_ 28. 5
ll. I)uty-free nomagricultural imports.--------------.. (lo---- 27. 3
b. D)utinalhe nomagricultural Imports ..------------ do-_. 30.7

Includes only countries with which trade agreements were In effect (during all of the 2
years 1938-3¶l.

9.869604064
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From :ion-trade-agreement countries:' Per.ew

1. Agricultural imports _______-___________________- 10.1
a. Duty-free agricultural imports __-_________________-do-. 6. 1
b. Dutiable agricultural imports.---------------_____do___ 16. 1

2. Nonagricultural imports----------__________-------------- (lo-___ 13. 9
at. Duty-free nonagricultural imports ---------------- do. 33. 8
b. Dutiable nonagricultural Imports-------- - ___decreiised_ .3

' Not Including trade with Ecuador, the United Kingdom, and British colonies with which
trade agreements were in effect for only part of the 2 years, 1938-39.

Source: Based upon records of the Department of Coammerce (April 1943).

Improved general relations.
The testimony before the commilnittee supports the common-sense con-

clusion that the trade-aSgreenments program hat-s been an important
factor in improving relations between this country and others in this
hemisphere and elsewhere. No one claimed that any country is alined
with us in this war solely because of a tra(ie agreement with us. Never-
theless, the (ommittee calls attention to the following facts:

Since 1934, agreements under the act have been miade with 27
countries. All but 4 of these were mtlade before Pearl Harbor.
Of the 27 countries concerned, 16 are flow' at war against the ellemies

of the United States. These 16 are Belgium, Brazil, Cantda, Costa
Rica, Cuba, Czechoslovakia, El Salvador France - Guaxtemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Luxemburg, Mexico, Netherlands, Ni aragua, and thie
United Kingdomn.
Of the remaining 11 trade-ggreenleit. countries, 6 have broken off

relations with the enemy, anid are1 coo)eratilng with the war effort of
the Uniited Nations in a variety of ways. TIhese 6 tire Colombia,
Ecuador, Iran, P'eru Uruguay, anld Venezuela.
Of the remaining Ave countries ill question, four are neutral. Tlhese

are Argentina, Swedeni, Switzerlani'd, and 'urIltkey.
T'hie only country with whom the Uniited States has ever had a trade

agreement and which is now at war against any ally of the Uniited
States is Finfland.
The committee was particularly impressed by the testimolly of the

Coordinator of Inter-American Afflairs on thiis 'oiilt whene he said:
There is no need, I am sure, to tell you'gentlemen of the Important part which

the helillsphiere-solidirity policy of the American republics has played in this
war. To understand tihe importanee to us of hemisphere unity even In at purely
negative sense, one has only to imagine howv incre(libly mnore difficult would be
our defensive l)osition were the Axis to he iii possession of aiir an(1 stiminarine
bases it any one of tlie nations to the South. On thle positive side you are all
familiar with the fact thlat 12 of the 20 other Ameliani relulelics are alt our side
as active participants in the war and all of the others, with the excelption of 1,
have broken dillpolnatic, econonile, unII fim ineidi relatlolns vwith the Ax is Powers.
In addition, these countries are today our most inmortan t, In many cases our only,
source of supply for ai large part of the critlcal mnaterials necessary to our war
effort.

'There are iminerotis other acts of cooper-ation and assistanceee which these
countries are extend(ling to uts in this day of our natilonil inee(l.

* * * I have no hesitation whatsoever In saying that, in inly pI)iploll, we
have these nations as valued allies and helpful friends today becallse we pre-
viously by word and deed gave thensolid basis for confidence in ouer friendship.
Again, I have not the slightest hesitation in saying that the reelirociil trade-
agreenmemits )rograrm which your committee and the Congress inaugurate(l in 1934
and which Secretary Hull Has stedilfalstly(l11:yinpliollnd, is; viewe(l by these ('011DO
tries as one of the most tangible and abiding manifestations of a good neighbor.
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I M equRally cOnVhce(d thtit tiothing would do more to create serious misgivings
on the part of these coilttries eolinterning our future relations with then than tny
action on our part whitli had(] the iappearfince of terminating or hammering the
operation of the trnidt-,-tgi-emnents program.

InI the view of the comminit tee, the less tangrible results of the pro-
gilam to (ldate nuiy well be of een ger value to the Nation than the
improvement iii tade attiiit able to) t he agree(ments. Frlielldly t'alde
airratngteiniits, on at basis of fair deifling aws(l cooperation, have helped
to chan(re iiiistrlust ind antil)atlly to confi(lence and friendship. Tn
11o a ea of the world is this nmore true than in this hemisphere. 'rhese
trade aI'rlligemenIts hllv'e, without a shadow of doubt, helped greatly
to strengthen this colntrty with friends in time of need for the ordeal
through which we are nowV pass-ing.

III

THE: TSSUE Now BEFoiiE Us

The committee is inl)presse(l with the fact which his been emphasized
in the testilllol)y of bothl Governmient and private witnesses and in the
public press that the issue 1now before us in volves inuch inore than the
narrow Aid/(1 stei ile an if debates of the past.
A nation which is eng.aIged fot the second tine within 2.5 yealrs in a

devastating world wal,' has Iacut(e n'eed( for the 11most seare ling con-
con.sideration of legislative policies which have or mnay have, effect on
either the conduct of the war or oIl the lprospect for establishing a.
peaceful world order ill the fiiture. Under these critical] eircllunstanlces
this Nation is (eltitle(I to the best nonpartisan wisdom that we can
bring to the main problem of establishing sound policies and effective
procedures for tile conduct of our international coinimerciail relations.
We would not be trite to our responsibilitY for serving the national
interest of this country if we took any more limited view of the ques-
tion before us. The I)roanl question before us today is not whether a
particular tariff rate is a little too high or a little too low but rather
whether we as a Congress shall establish a policy which will best serve
the major interests of the country as a whole and authorize a practical
proce(lll8r for making such a policy effective.
From the point. of view of sound policy there are two hb'oad con-

siderations.- In the first l)lace, if we are to maintain and raise our
standard of living we inmust ado)t a policy which fosters the fullest
possible utilization of ou1r incomparable lprodllctive capacity. This
means that we iuiust follow policies which permliit private enterprise
to develop with the least possiblee restrictions. When this war is over
our prodllcers will need broader market opportulnities than ever before
in our history. We cannot provide those market opportunities, either
at home or railroad, if we and the other nations of the world follow
policies designed to restrict the mutually profitable exchange of the
fruits of production. Moreover, We calliot follow governmental poli-
cies which restrict trade and at the same time hope to escape the conse-
q~uences of more and more governmental regimentation ill our daily
lives. The committee believes tlat tile reciprocal-trade-agreements
program, which is designed to prevent, the furt hier heightening of gov-
ernmental restrictions on international trade aind to reduce excoiQ.ive
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barriers on a reciprocal, selective basis, is the only trade policy which
can serve the best interests of our free-enterprise system.

In the second place, we must pursue international commercial poli-
cies which give some hope of providing an economic basis for building
an enduring peace. There is little prospect, indeed, that this Nation
or any other nation can survive under an international system which
periodically erupts in world-shaking cataclysms in whiich all the
talents and energies of mankind are directed toward the destruction
of man and his works. It is not l)ossible within the confines Of this
rel)ort to traie the direct and indirect relationships between economic
maladjustments and war, but there is no informed and responsible per-
son today who denies that the relationship exists. Trhe trade-agree-
nients program cannot right all the economic nmaladjustments of the
world, nor can any other single progrtim. The trade-agreenments pro-
grain is designed to deal with the trade-barrier phase of tlhe problem
and to (deal with it on a cooperative basis. The rrade Agreements Act
epl)resets a )olicy of positive international economic Cooperation and

it has come to be so regarded in the eyes of the other nations. We are
now faced with making a decision as to whether we wish to continue
such a policy of cooperation or to reject it. III the opinion of this
committee it is simply unthinkable tilat the Con1gress should reject
this policy of international economic cooperation at tle very time when
the rate of this Nation and of all the civilized world hinges on the de-
terniiuation and ability of nations to cooperate efectively ill peace
as well as in war.

If tle tirade Agrleemen))tS Act l)olicy is sound fromii the point of view
of both our domestic and international interests, it is essential that it
be (carrie(l oit effectively. Th1e issile colcerniing p'ocedLtirePCcoIUes
down to just this: 'I'Te exl)erience of tile past ( years shows the present
method is workable; the experience of the lpst uindem' others procedures
J)i'OV'C(l them~ to be( Unworkableltll. W\e UIdPPllStani(l thlis andl~ we mullSt knlow\
ihat the other nations also understand it full well. Under thle ciroim-
stances this of tall times is not the occasion to make changes simply for
the, sake of ch)ange. We know thlat the )resenlt method works b}lt we
(lo niot know. almld we Cannot know, whlethier something g else will work,
or1 wolmk as well. We do know that to make untested clylages now\\ will
result. in the creation of doubts ill the mnind,-s of our allies and friends,
dloubts which, however unifounded we cannot afford. How ill we can
afford alny sluch doubts is confirmed by the interest \which Berlinis radio
pro)paganda las manifested in the matter.

IV

T1' llE RFCOiRD BEFORE TH11 COMMITITI'EE

rITlhe committee has conducted extended l)ublic. hearings, and has
heard everyone who desired to appear before it. It has also received
numerous written communications. These. lncd the oral testimony
have been printed for the information of the Houise.
The committee has been very much impressed with the extent of the

agreement that has been demonstrated in these hearings; Americans
from every section of the country, from both of the great parties, and
fromii every walk of life support the present measure.. Tlhi agreement

11
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is much more widespread, more. bipartisan, and more unqualified than
was the case in 1934, in 1937, or in 1940. The country has appreciated,with a remarkable degree of unanimity, that this measure is an abso-
lutely necessary part of the foundation for the prosperity of this
country and for the kind of peace after this war that all Americans
desire. It is particularly in that light that the committee recommends
it to the House.
A stilmp)lilg from this record follows:

THE V1IEW.S OF TUlE SECRETARY OF STATE

The testinvo)ny of the Secretary of State, Mr. Hull, before the com-
mittee, contains the following passages:

Important as was the trade-agreements progriaii in the past, important as
It hits been mnd will be from a broader point of view, It will be more signifl-
cant than ever, from the viewpoint of our own material interest, when the
present fighting stops. * * * Foreign markets will be very important to
uis then and will colntlale to he essential as far ats anyone can see ahead. It
will be well to have ini being and in working orler a tested and tried instru-
ment for obtaining the rediction of foreign tirode barriers and the elimination
of dis('rilinliations against our product s.

As we look Into the future, it Is this theme of international cooperation that
should be uppermost in our initds, If we really want to lakce sure that another
worl(l conflict Is not to be ahead of us after we win this war.
When the day of victory comes, we and other nations will have before us_

fl cholce of (otirses to follow. Basically, that choice will he, as It was in 1918,
hetweeni, on the one hand1(1, extreme nattonal ism, growvi g rival ties, jealousies
and hatreds, with the ultimate certainty of another and even more devastating
war ; and, on the other Ira ad, increased international cooperation in a wide
variety of flel(ls, aud at least the hope of secure peace for our children.
No one vall give a promise that secure pwace will really prevail. It Is much

harder to imtake the peace secure than it Is to wage successful war. Many
wlas lhav teen fougLMt and won, by miany nations, but not yet has anyl nation
made Its p.ace secure and(l el(lurilig. No one nation, no two nut ions can (lo
this. For var is an Internatitonal affair; In it world of many nations Its pre-
ventioio requires international collaboration. In the new world of the airplane
all nattons are the nrear nieighhors of all others. In such a world any one
strong industrial country hbls power to plunge the world Into warl witlh devas-
tating suddenness an(l violence. To keep the peace secure will require the reso-
lute and continuous collaborat ion of all law-ahidi rig nations. It Is a hard way
and] a long way, but It Is the only hopeful, way there is to prevent war.
Of the various nue'cessuIry 110(ls of international collaboration one of the most

essential is tile tiel(i of econoomic life. Thle goods an(d services by meauis of
which men Ilve imust be abundant, and they imust be well distrilute(l. If the
matritlal basis of civilizatilon falls. we must nlot anticipate that human beings
will ble eivilized or pea-etiful. Solid n11(1 lasting friendships between large
groups of people requilre Ilut ual willinginess to cooperate in the fundamental
business of en ruing at living. That is why it is so essential, in the words of
Ihe AtIantic Charter--to hlring about the filflest collaboration between all nations
in the economic field with the object of secluring, for all, Improved labor stan(1-
ards, eC(olomie adva nicenient, artl( social security.
This objective, and the balance of the charter, have now been endorsed by

all of the United Nations. That actioniwas taken by the hard-headed and
realistic men wIlo guide these governments, riot by reason of humane senti-
ments alone, but because they recognize that the only way to attain these
ends Is through cooperative action.

Stable peace and economic warfare will not mix. We know that, now, from
bitter experience. .Just as wve must work together to set up and operate the
necemary machinery to maintain peace, we must work together to make the
years of peace fruitful for ourselves and for others.
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One of the most essential subjects of international cooperation in the years
that lie ahead is this very one of trade and the various trade restrictions to
which the act refers. * * *

Nations have various ways of managing the production and exchange of goods
and services. In this country we prefer that our combined domestic and inter-
national economy rest primarily on a system of free enterprise. The trade
agreements program is designed to promote this end.

International trade is regulated and is necessarily affected by the tariffs, regu-
lations, and economic institutions of the various countries. What the trade
agreements program proposes is that this complex system of trade regulation,
both our own and that of others, shall be administered and guided, as far as
our influence extends, not in the direction of regimentation and scarcity, but in
the direction of increased production, better distribution, and more abundant
consumption.
That is neither Republican nor Democratic doctrine. It Is American doctrine,

and the greater the extent to which we can get it accepted by other nations, the
better will be the prospect for our own future prosperity and peace. I am con-
tident that the more the subject Is discussed the more clearly these facts will
be seen by all of us, and the more nearly unanimous we shall be in our support
not only of the measure now before us, but of all measures that make possible,
In our own hard-headed self-interest, fuller International cooperation against
the common scourges of poverty, social and political instability, and war, and for
greater abundance, social and political stal)iiity, aend secure apeae.

The inany peoples who look toward this country with hope are watching our
action on this act with profound interest. WN'hat we (lo about It will be looked
upon as a sigti)ost pointing to the path they can expect us to follow. Repudia-
tlon of the trade-agreements program, or thie curtailment of It in scope or time
by amendment, would be taken as a clear in(lication that this country which, In
war, Is bearing its full share of responsibility, will not (1o so in peace. This
might well weaken the ties which hold together the group of nations with which
we are so vitally associated In the prosecution of the war. Extension of the
program without change will mean not only that we un(lerstand the kind of
commercial relationships which, from a purely business point of view, lead to
our mutual well being, but that we recognize the deeper Implications of our
great strength and commensurate responsibility for good or ill Ill the world.

Strong nonpartisan support of this nonpartisan legislation would have a most
heartening effect on people here and everywhere who look forward, with pro-
found hope, to a world rich In economic and spiritual opportunities for all.

THE OTHER GOVERN-MENT WIThNESSES

The Secretary of Comllmer(e, the Secretary of Agriculture, the vice
chairman of the Tariff CoImmission, the Assistant Secretary of Comi-
nierce, Mr. Clayton, and the Special Assistant to the Secretary of
State, Mr. Sayre, appeared before the committee. These officials
represeelt agencies which participate in the inter(le)artmelnltal organi-
zation responsible? under the President, for the administration of the
act. In their testimony they described the inteId(lel).art mental organii-
zatiomn that has been (created to carry out the mandate of Congress, the
way that organization operates, the care taken ill the formulation and
negotiation of agreements, the arrangements for pllblic notice and
hearings on proposed agreements, the safeguards that surround con-
cessions made by the United States, the results of the program from
their several points of view, and many other matters connected with the
act and its administration.
The Coordinator of Inter-Amnerican Affairs, Mr. Rockefeller, also

testified. The agency which Mr. Rockefeller heads is not charged with
a direct part in the adIministration of thelpresent act, but as he pointed
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out to- the committee, he has been able to observe the effects of the act
and its administration on the general program, of inter-American re-
lations. He was emphatic in his belief that the Trade Agreements
Act represents a combination of sound policy and practical method.
Mr. Rockefeller also called to the attention of the committee one

aspect that deserves special mention. His testimony on this phase was
as follows:

Part of our job in the Coordinator's Office Is to keep informed onl what the
enemy is saying in its foreign propaiganida in order that we may assist in seeing
that the trtue and full story is made .available to our friends in the other Amer-
ican republics. Just a month ngo, on the evening of Mareh 10, the Berlin radio
undertook to tell the American people what they should do about the Important
pieces of legislation which were coming before this session of Congress. Among
other things B'erliln advised us to stole) len(l-lealse and to forget about the Trade
Agreements Act as being unimportant. Whatever else may be said about Berlin's
propaganda, we know for a certainty that it doesn't waste its time on things which
Hitler and (Joebbels think are unimportant. I can assure you that if they think
It is important that we should reject the tra(de-agreelnients program, It is a pretty
good indication that they hope for and count on1 such action as a disrupting
influence oln the war unity and mutual confidence of our allies and friends, both in
this hemisphere and throughout the anti-Axis world.
For my lpart, I sincerely hope that this committee and the Congress will again

conclude that the trade-agreements program represents sound policy and prac-
tical method, and thereby incidentally give Mr. Hitler the same answer onl this
bill which It gave him concerning his advice on the lend-lease legislation.

TIlE TESTIMONY OF BUSINESS AND) IND)USTRY

The testimony of American business and industry is overwhelmingly
in favor of the present resolution.
The Foreign Commerce Departmnent Committee of the Chamiber of

Commerce of the United States, the Business Advisory Council for
the Department of Commnerce, the National Association of Manufac-
turers with a number of sumrested aniendlnentls, the Automobile
Manuifacturers Association, the National Foreign Irade Counicil, the
American Chamber of Commerce in Cuba, the Chamber of Conmmnerce
of the State of New York, the Commerce and Industry Association of
New York, the Detroit Board of Commerce, and other American busi-
ness and industrial groups and companies, suplported continuance of
the trade-agreements program.
Some of tle statements made before the committee by the represent-

atives of tlhe.-e organizations are quoted, in part, below.
The Chamber of Colmmerce of the U1nited States was represented

before the committee by Mr. Clark 1-1. Minor, president of the Inter-
national General Electric Co. and chairman of the Foreign Commerce
Department Committee of the chamber. The rel)ort which his com-
mittee had made to the cliamuber (concludes as follows:

lIn the o0)inlolo of your committee the trade-agreements policy has been beneficial
to the United States and has come to be regarded, throughout the world, as the
syml)ol of the desire onl the part of our Nation to build a world economy based
on fairer treatment of commerce an(1 thlus to help elinhinate economic causes that
might disturb it ernational relations. Your committee therefore urges extensions;
of the trade-agreements authority in order that the United States may have
available, during the wair and after its conclusion, effective means to support
n more reasonable and less restricted international commercial policy.
This committee understand that on April 29, at the annual meeting

of the Chamber of Commerce of the United States, in New York City,
continuance of the trade-agreements program was endorsed.
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The committee was much impressed by the testimony of Mr. W.
Gibson Carey, Jr., president of the Yale & Towne Manufacturing Co.,
who presented on behalf of the Business Advisory Council for the
Department of Commerce, a report of the council dated March 1O-11,
1943, on the trade-agreements program. This council consists of a
large group of businessmen, industrialists, and bankers, who have
organized themselves into this group for the purpose of serving the
Secretary of Commerce in a consultative capacity. In presenting the
council's reasons for urging renewal of the act, he made it very clear
that the alternatives to the present policy are either a return to the
old system of tariff making or to an extreme form of governmental
domination of foreign trade. After reviewing the reasons which
had led the council to support the program in the past, the report
states that,-

* * * in addition to these points the present state of the world requires
support of the trade-agreements program on five grounds:

1. The passage of this act at this time is a primary means of promoting a
policy by Government that relies upon increasing trade through private enter-
prise rather than through public barter and management of international trade.
This is, of course, of vital importance to the whole free enterprise system
in which this council Is basically concerned.

2. It stands as the one substantial contribution that this country can now
make to an assurance of a return to trade practices which will permit the
restoration of an international gold standard for clearing trade balances in the
post-war world. This -country has a very substantial stake in this matter,
too well known to require comment.

3. It is claimed by those opposed to the program that the reciprocal-trade-
agreemients policy is primarily put into the hands of the executive department,
and thus escapes control by Congress. This Is a misleading claim, both in the
light of (a) present practice, and (b) the alternatives to the present program:

(a) To renewal of the act every 3 years permits a review of trade-agree-
ment policy an(l congressional control in terms of the actual workings of the
act. The hearings which are held wider the act p)erlmit substantially the .same
representation of interests as is secured in congressional tariff acts and on a
much mnore balanced basis of evaluation.

(b) Thee alternatives to this policy are in tll probability a return to rigid tariff
policy through cumbersome congressional action, or an extension of Executive
control through the fiscal agencies of the Government, which, under post-war
,ressures, might readily be warped Into the most extreme form of Executive

domination, comparable to the necessary war measures of control which now
exist. Congress, In countering this type of action, would have either to destroy
the fiscal agencies concerned, or to bring them under a type of pressure, the
results of which c,-an be easily foreseen.

4. The scope of the agreementss is strictly limited in the act and is subject to
reasonable congressional scrutiny and review. Onl strictly constitutional grounds
there can be no question that the Congress always has the the power through
legislative action to override any agreement made, if the necessary support is
forthcoming. The virtue of making trade agreements by this method, however,
is that a period of stability Is assured for a sufficient number of years to permit
a real test of tariff policy. Any Interference by Congress within this period
should be taken only on extraordinary and unusual grounds.

5. Above all, the council recommends the continuance of the act as a symbolic
declaration to the entire world that in the post-war period we intend to favor
economic Intercourse between nations on a liberal and flexible basis rather than
by extension of war controls or by reliance upon protecting our economic interests
b)y policing the world through force.
The council Is convinced that the alternatives to the trade-agreements policy

all lie down the road toward totalitarianism, either through a relapse into inter-
national anarchy in trade relations, as was the case toward the end of the 19's
and the early 190's, or alternatively to set up Imperialistic standards of world
domination through national socialistic economies and direct military control.
There is no middle ground between these extremes that does not require the use
of trade agreements along the lines of the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.

S. Repts., 78-1, vol. 2-23
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The testimony of E. H. Lane, representing the National Association
of Manufacturers, contains the following:

* * * Let me read you what Frederick C. Crawford, president of the National
Association of Manufacturers, said at San Francisco last week:
"We tire fighting as a world nation. After the war we must trade as one.

Diplomatic peace altd economic warfare cannot live side by side. Self-sufliciency
is not a sound ideal in the modern world. It wOul(d do( irreparable harm to our
cause if we gave the nations at whose side ve are nowv fighting any reason to
suspect that we were going to renounce our interest in world affairs and retire
to the selfish inaction of economic isolationism."

As a result of these considertltions, Mr. Chairman, we believe that the best
current and post-war interests of the United States would be promoted by renewal
of thle Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act. We submit, however, that If this act
Is renewed It could best I)roteet and develop the interests of this country and its
citizens by the inicorporatiloll of certain specific amendments.

'I'lTe testimn y of Frederick E. Hasler, president of the Chamber
of Conimnerce of the State of New York, contains the following:
We cannot divorce the trade-agreemnelts program from the No. 1 domestic

problem which will face the country when the war end3-that is, the expansion
of pro(luction In every line of Industrial en(leavor to provide reemployment for
the millIons of men who gradually will be mustered out of tile armed forces and
for the millions of war workers who must be returned to civilian occupations.
Even Ms geare(d to pre-war stantliirds, the American In(lustrial machine turned
out more goods than we coul(l consume an(l we had to export a substantial part
of our producetion. The war has taught us new short cutsIn production methods
which will tremendously Increase tile output of American plants In tile Post-war
periofi. SuI)J)lying the reconstruction needs of a Nvar-(lepleted world will keep
our factorieshusy and our labor employed for at few years, but we must look
ahead to the time whlen that emergency(lemand will be filled. Tile problem then
will be to have a sufficient number of established peacetime markets to provide
outlets for theincreased production of full employment. One sound solution of
this problem is a continuance of the trade-agreements program andIts extension
to more and more countries.

The testimony of Mr. Burton(1. Buidd, representing the Autoinobile
Manufacturers AssQciation, contains the following:

In endorsing the renewal of this act, wve are not thinkillg solely of our foreign
sales. To the contrary, we are thinking of our total sales wvitll the knowledge
that the home market still absorbs 90 p(,r(cent of our output. Naturally, we would
not favor legislation whiich benefited exports alone nild adversely affected condt-
tions at home.

In our opinion, the Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act has benefited the whole
economic structure of the country by provl(llngwider foreign outlets for surplus
product Ion, an(l thus making possible greater internal consumption.

Mr'. Eugene1P. Thomas, president of the National Foreign Trade
Council, testified, in part, as follows:

* * * UUnless * the Executive power of the NationIs given the
riglit to make tra(le agreements with other nations, we shall have our hands tied
whenIt comes to the settlement of post-warInternational trade. Thereis no
other meclanism established by the laws of the United States to -perform the
particular, function, of cooi)erntive removal of trade barriers by reciprocal bar-
gaining. This Trade Agreements Act does provide the authority or the bargaining
power necessary toInduce any other country to lower or remove Its tariff barriers
against our trale, on the quid pro quo basis of corresi)onding adjust ent on our
part.

From this and other testimony before it the committee concludes
that American business andindustry hits determined to go forward
into the world that will follow on this war, not in the spirit of parcel-
ing out monopolistic shares in a restricted market, but with the
governing idea of seeking and developing new marketed both inside
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and outside the United States on the basis of fair competition and
expanding opportunity. This decision of the managers of industry,
which carries out in new conditions the pioneering tradition of Ameri-
can free enterprise, is the best guaranty we have of the continuance of
free enterprise itself, and the best ground for hope that the economy
which emercoes from the war will be directed to abundance and not
scarcity. TLe present resolution is directed to that end.

TIHE TE.STIMONY OF LABOR

liho'or now supports this measure with grealter unanimity and
greater positiveness than it ever lhas before.
Mr. William Green, president, of (lie American Federation, of Labor,

strongly urged renewal of the Trade Agreements Act, Nvithout change,
for another, 3 years. The following significant p)alagr'aphs are quoted
fromn his statement:
The Congress of the United States has a duty to fulfill. Before June 12 of

thls year It must give its renewal to the 'I'rade Agreements Act of 1934 author-
ziing the President of the United States to conclude recil)rocal trade agreements.
The Congress owes this duty to the peoples now enslaved hy fascism, the

multitude of millions who hope an(l long for the day when they attain their
freedom and join with their liberators in the establishment of at lasting peace
founded upon freedom, security, and mutual trust tinmong nations.
The Congress owes this duty also to our partners in this wair, the nations

nusited by at single purpose to fight together against the forces of political and
economic enslavemient. T'lhat purpose is to achieve enduring peace andi assure
security froin violence and from want through mutalt cooperation among
nations.
The Congress OW('5 this duty, above ill, to the Anierican people, whom it rep.

resents, who are (leterini ned to attain for themiselves and for their children a peace
unmitigated by at threat of fut ure wars iiid at life unimllpairedl by aI threat of
Joblessness a11(1 want. For the American Pe^o)le are (let erinined that this war be
concluded not on terms that generate future contlicts, but on terms that bar
fumtuire contilets-on teris of int ernational cooperation an5d reciprocity.
Such cooperation an(l stich recipr icity betw een us and ot her natlons canniot be

establislhed without at elear fIdvaaee indication of ourl Nvillingness to continue mind
perfect the machinery for recilrocal trnde. '1'he United States hns given the
world assurance that It will phina andl work with others toward a post-war world
of exliaii(iding i)roswerity. The United States miust. not, anmid, I am sure, will not
g() bla ek oil that assuranmice.

* * 4 * * * *

Wlhat if Coingress noIw, in the mi(lst of the war, should reverse this policy by
refusing to renew the authority for reciprocal trade 1)icmls? In my opinion, such
refusal would shake to the very foundations the faith of outr allies and of other
nations InI our leaderhslpilp ti( our almis inI this war. Such action wouli arouse
S-lspli(*ion over 0111' motives and cast distrust over our willingness to participate
In the reestablishliient of at lust amind equItable economic order after the
war. * * *

AMost ilxinpotilait of all, siluc refusal would undermine the wvar effort Itself. It
would airoIIse (listilist in our1 policy, provi(le ou1' enemies wvith a1 powerful weapon
of disi'lll)I ini. and goad our millies into seeking other sources of economice stability
andl evolliiiC stremigth thfan America's post-war Industry and trade.

I know lai)or Is thoroughly committed to the winning of the war. It seeks to
prevent the war effort from being Impeded. It Is my opinion that the realization
of this objective cllll be greatly enhanced through a renewal of the reciprocal
trade agreements. I urge the renewal of the powers granted by the Trade Agree-
ments Act of 1934 because labor Is resolved to prevent the blight of mass unem-
uloyment after the war and is determined to assure security based upon expand-

ing activity of industry and trade.
* * * S S0 0
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The princilAe of reciprocity in International trade is paramount to the solution
of our post-war economic problem. The continued application of this principle
is essential to the achievement of full employment and to the preservation of our
system of free enterprise. Thus the renewal of the reciprocal trade policy not
only accords with the promises expressed by the United States to the peoples of
the world but also coincides with our own best interests.

In laying the foundation for the reciprocal trade policy in 1934 the Congress
acted wisely and well. To the extent that policy could be applied before the
war it was administered with judiciousness and integrity. The evidence is
conclusive that reciprocal trade agreements have made possible a substantial
increase in the exports of American goods, resulting in a notable increase of
employment In the Industries concerned. This Increased employment in export
Industries exceeded by far any possil)le displacement of labor which might have
been brought about by the concessions we have made to other countries.

Reciprocal trade agreements (lid not open the floodgates to the mass Importation
of foreign-made goods. * * *

* * * The United States benefltel substantially from the increased ex-
ports of fruits, lard, and other agricultural commodities. It also obtained
ready markets for the export of automobiles, automobile parts, tractors,
founldry products, tires, office equipment, typewriters, paints, and other Industrial
products.

In this connection It Is Important to note that the largest share of benefits
derived by the American workers from the reeiprocal-trade policy through
these exports has heen In higher-wage Industries. The record shows, at the
saime time, that the imports under the trade-agreemeints program have not
impaired the wage standards and have not resulted In job displacement as
was feared by the opponents of the policy. This evidence demonstrates that
the net effect of the program was to benefit the American worker by sustaining
and expanding employment in the recession of 1938.

In the light of these facts I subimit that labor in the United States has not
suffered, but gained, from the aipli(ction of the reciprocal-trade policy. This
pxolicy enabled the United States to extend world markets for both agricultural
and( manufactured pro(lucts,

Assurance of outlets for our goods in a peacetime world minket is imperative
if at p)st-war depressionn is to l)e averted.

* * * * * * *

Equally Imperative Is the assurance of cooperative reciprocity to other colintries
vith which we are to trade. The responsibility for this assurance rests with
Congress. American labor arnd the Avorhers of other nations who are fighting
this war wvith us look to Congress to (liselinrge that responsibility and to make
clear and decisive America's declarationn 'of intentions toward the part it will
assume In post-war reconstruction.

'1le statement siubimitted to the committee by thie Congress of Iiidils-
triial Organizations strongly supports renewal of the Trade Agree-
ments Act:
The Congress of Indiustrial Organizations Nvishes to record Its approval of

the act of renewal of the trade ag-reements and its hope that your committee
will recomnieli(l to the CGoigress of the United States that it be enacted into
law.
Two considerations lead us to take this position. First, the act is designed

to facilitate the reduction of tariff obstacles to International trade aind increases
the world-wide exchange of goods ani(l services. Second, It establishes at means
of achieving this objective with dispatch and discrimination, within a general
frarmework of policy laid (lown by the Congress itself.

Ve believe that the Amnerican policy of tariffs in the past hns worked to
diminish the full productive possibilities of the Nation. We believe that it
has injured populam1' welfare. We, therefore, view with favor the reversal of
that policy in the past 9 years. Our trade agreements record since 19134 dem-
onstrates that tariff rexluction increases international trade and that this is ac-
companted by an increase of domestic employment, national income, and genera)
well-being. The fnat unl (datia upon which this conviction rests has been furnished
your cominulittee hy other expert witnesses.

0
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It Is frequently said that most or a large proportion of workers in the United
States depend upon tariff protection for their employment. This is an imposition
po)n credulity. Only a small proportion of Aiiieilcani workers are in the so-called

p)rotecte(l industries. The census of 1940 listed 45,000,000 persotis as gainfully
(employed; 25,000,COO, at least, were employed in construction and transportation,
wholesale and retail trade, personal and professional service, finance, real estate,
and the like. Foreign competition cannot and does nlot touch them. Tariffs, no
imiatter how high, give them no protection whatever. On the contrary, such trade
restraints hurt t hem by reducing the stream of commodities which they handle
and increasing the costs of goods which ats consumers they buy.
Eight of the remaining 20,000,000 workers were listed ats farmers. Only a small

fraction of these are capable of being "protected." The vast majority are pro-
(lucers of cotton, tobacco, rice, wheat, hogs, fruit. and the like, ill of them export
crops dependent ulpon) foreign markets and benetit ed by open ti ade. Other thou-
sands of fariners l)pro(.uce milk;, fresh vcget ables, meat, and eggs for nearby mar-
kets beyond the range of distant producers in other lands. Tariff's simply injure
these farmers by reducing their markets and making the goods they buy more
costly than they would otherwise be.
Twelve million workers are left in manufacturing, mining, forestry, and fishing.

These are the only areas of industry, except for the small segment of agriculture
nentione(l above, that couldl)dossib)ly derive even temporary benefit froni tariffs.
However, a Inmost half of these 12,000,000 are In automobiles, steel, electrical
eq(uipment--all of them highly effhicnt export Industries. Others are in such
purely (lonilestic in(lustrles, as newslnaper publishing and food processing, clearly
free from foreign competition. These 6,('00,0()0 workers like most of their
brethren in agriculture are harimed, not helped, by tariffs on international trade.
Of the remaining 6,000,000 workers elnl)loyed In industries that might coIn-

(eivably benefitt in the short run from tariff protection, the great majority are
Iln(lelpel(dewlt of such protection. In the flat-glass industry sheltered by tariffs
sInce 1798, foreign competition Is limited principally to coastal areas and to cer-
tain types of glass. In textiles, foreign competition is confined to goo(ls prin-
diiallly of the luxury ('lass. In Iron and steel, It is limited in the main to certain
ailloy products. Many foi elgn goods are at a competitive disadvantage with
(lonmestic goods even aside from the import duties to which they mnay be subject.
In adldition to overseas freight to our own country, they must pay the cost of
transportation to interior points; they must meet consumer preferences as to
style and so forth; they must comply with sanitary, pure food, and( other regula-
tiomns, in an(1(ition to meeting the competition of domestic goods more advantage-
ously situated.

It is surely a generous estimate that the maximum number of workers em-
ployed in industries whose goods compete with similar goods produced abroad is
no more than 3,000,000, probably nearer 2,000,000. More careful analysis and
more detailed statistics than are now available would undoubtedly reduce this
figure.

Anierican workers, then, are sheltered to but a limited degree by tariffs, whereas
all workers (Is consumers) are Injured by excessive tariffs.
We mInlllt ainm, I r short, that American workers will gain by careful tiriff re-

(lnctions both in employment and In higher standards of life. In no sense do
we wish this to be Interpreted as an endorsement of a laissez faire position oln
international trade. We believe, indeed, that the years ahead will require a large
amnonimt of governmentt control both of the domestic economy and the economic
relationships between the United States and the rest of the world. Therefore, the
tariff adjustments we support should be made with a steady determination to
plan1 those a)(lju4stmnentts and preserve n pattern of control in the national Interest.
Granted that the freeing of International trade is In the Interest of Americans

as workers 111(1 as consumers, the present act is, In our opinion the best, possibly
the only, way in which that object can be achieved. The Senate Finance Com-
mittee spoke wisely In 1937 when It observed that "general tariff policies can
h)e 11nd(1 should lbe formulated by the legislative branch, 4 * ** On the other
halild, to attempt to require in every instance semitorial (lisposition of the niaul-
fold and constantly changing details involved in the carrying out of such
Olkcles a11(1 principles would frequently he to render the legislative branch

incapable of effective exercise of its functions." Our tariff history limplySuj)p)ports this penetrating judgment of the committee. * * *
This device works. It works Sexibly and with adaptability to changing

co(iltions. Of necessity, It works faithfully to congressional intent else the
delegated power would be, as It can be, revoked. It would be a mistake,
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therefore, to revert from the successful trade agreement to the unsuccessful
treaty method of regulation.

In conclusion, we wish to comment on the proposal of Senator McNary
that Congress retain the privilege of passing on trade agreements once made
by the Executive under the act. This proposal seems to us a desirable ole.
It would preserve for Congress that participation In over-all policies which
It Is the essence of our democratic Government to protect. It proposes majority
rule, which Is not to be confused with the minority veto which characterizes
the treaty power.

It is true that congressional making of tariffs has almost always been a local
Issue effected by pressure groups and therefore never planned and carried out
In the general national interest. The proposal of Senator McNary is not to
be confused, however, with this, for it would bring the Congress into effective
touch with trade matters at a point least likely to permit the play of narrow
interests and most likely to elicit action in terms of a national welfare. But,
amended or not, passage of this Trade Agreements Act Is of the utmost im-
portance, not only for the reasons already adduced, but because it would have
a salutary effect upon world opinion. It will state to those nations which look
to us for leadership in the post-war world as they depend upon It now in the
war itself, that we intend to fulfill our promises and work steadily and un-
flinchingly to establish international cooperation in place of competition,
rivalries, fears, and their bitter sequel wherein every nation attempts futilely
to protect Itself behind bristling armaments periodically to burst into the flame
of war.
We repeat our hope that your committee will recommend passage of the act,

and Congress act upon the recommendation.

THE TESTIMONY OF AGRIGULTURE

The Secretary of Agriculture appeared before the committee in
support of the resolution. His testimony before the committee in-
cludes the following:

* * * Extending the Trad(le Agrefinents Act would be of real benefit to
farm people. Rejection of the bill would bring most serious consequences for
agriculture.

Our exports n(d iiiports now are being conducted with the sole aim of bringing
victory; nearly all of the normal considerations of commerce have been pushed
aside.

But we must look ahead to the day when we have won the war, and even
beyond that to the (lay when the great volume of emergency relief shipments
from this country, will begin to taper off. When that time comes, American agrt-
culture almost Certainly again will need commercial export markets. If the
pattern of the pre-war years is even approximated, the farm people who produce
cotton, wheat, hogs, tol)acco, fruits, and some other commodities will need to
sell somne of their out Put to people of other countries. Thus they will stand in
need of reasonable world tariff rates, and of fair treatment of their products In
foreign countries.

Also, It is;necessary that potential customers for our farm products, or for that
matter any ol our produit s. hlave the money to pay for them. If we should move
to pievlent other nations from selling their goods to us, they would not have the
dollar exchange to buy our cotton, wheat, and other products, even if they wanted
to trade with us,
The trade-agreements program n, supplemented by international commodity

agreements, is necessary to assuring favorable world markets for our products.
All farmners-those who produce the main export crops, and those who do not-

also will stand In need of a strong and stable home market for their products.
The way to assure a favorable domestic market for farm products is through
full Industrial employment at good wages. Thus the provisions of the trade-
nglreements programs which make for increased exports in industrial goods, are
of direct concern to farm people.

Eachl one of our trade agreements has resulted in better treatment of our
agricultural products; In foreign markets. To name one example: the agreement
with Great l3ritnin improved the position of pork products in the British market,
entirely removed t1h Empire preference on wheat imports into the United King-
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dom, and made a long list of reductions, in Empire preference on agricultural im-
ports, Into both the United Kingdom and the British colonies.
This country has, of course, granted material concessions in return. But these

concessions have been so safeguarded that even the short-time interests of specific
producer groups have suffered little, if any, adverse effect. The longer range
interests of all agricultural producers clearly have been promoted. As in all
genuine two-way relationships, there is give and take on both sides, but both this
country, and those with which we have agreements, have gained in the long run.
The actual history of the trade-agreements program shows that it has been

operated carefully, with due regard for the interests of particular groups of
producers, as well as for our agriculture as a whole.
When we do grant concessions on farm products that might compete seriously

with our own, we have frequently limited the quantities to which the reduced
rates apply. For example, the numbers of Canadian cattle, which have been
allowed to enter at the reduced rates provided in the trade agreements with that
country represent only about 1 percent of our total supply. However, this amount
is large enough to be of considerable value to Canada, and for that reason.
Canada has been willing to make agricultural concessions, which are helpful to
our producers. Also there are seasonal limits on imports of fruits and vege-
tables, so as to protect Amerlcan producers at times when the great bulk of our
home-grown crop is moving to market. In the past these safeguards have worked
very well. It is true that during the middle 19i30's there were heavy imports that
worried some people a great deal ; but I believe by now everyone realizes that the
basIc cause of those imports was scarcity, and high prices il this country, and
not the trade agreements. For instance, during the drought years, our imports
of corn were much larger than normal, even though our duties on corn were
not lowered by trade agreements. In those years we needed foreign corn to
help feed our livestock, and I don't know what livestock producers would have
done without the imports.

In general, I think the record of the years before 1939 is at plain indication
of the value of trade agreements to agriculture, as well as industry. I feel that
the agreements will be of even greater value during the post-war years, for they
will give us a flexibility in handling our trade relations, that we may need very
badly in a changing world. There is no way in which we can foresee all of the
specific trade conditions we shall have to meet after the war. Thus the wisest
course is to have the machinery for a(ljusting our duties and quotas quickly, so
as to make our trade flow more smoothly and increase our power to bargain for
favorable treatment from other nations. The Trade Agreements Act can give us
this necessary flexibility.
The committee desires to call particular attention to the strong

endorsement of the program by the American Farm Bureau Federa-
tion, one of the largest and most representative of the national farm
organllizlations in this country. The statement submitted by Mr.
Edward A. O'Neal, president of the Farm Bureau Federation, em-
phIiasizes that-
The continuation of a trade-agreements program on a sound basis is of vital

importance to agriculture and to the entire Nation.

In recomnmendinig "the extension of the President's power to nego-
tiate reciprocal-trade agreementss" the Farmn Bureau Federation also
recommended (1) adequate hearings before agreements are entered
into; (2) publication of the terms of agreements after signature and
before the agreements become effective; (3) a requirement that agree-
ments contain appropriate "escape clauses," permitting the modifica-
tion or withdrawal of concessions which are found to result in injury
to domestic producers of such article by reason of an unexpected
volume of imports or other unforeseen developments; and (4) that
agreements be not concluded which would result in forcing or holding
the price of any farm commodity below the parity price.
The committee feels confident, in the light of the experience of

almost 9 years, that these recommendations of the Farm Bureau with

21
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regard to the negotiation of trade agreements have been, and will
continue to 1)e, full taken into account in the administration of the
Trade Agreemenits Act.

'11e conm ititee wisl)s to call particular attention to the following
quotations fromi the statement Sul)mit ted by the president of the
I'arm Bureau:
The continuation of a trade-agreemnents program on at sold basis is of vital

importance to agriculture and to the entire Nation.
The restoration of normal tr'(de among, the nations of thlue world is eSsential

to the maIntenance of a stable and lasting peace. We can hope to aehlieve a last-
Ing peace only if we find ways and means of preventing bitter tariff and trade
Wars which engender further bitterness, hatred, and insecurity.
Through a sensible, practical application of trade agreements, the nations of

the world can eliminate discriminatory trade practices, reduce excessive tradle
harriers, avoid disastrous tariff wars, an(d promote the maximum volumnie of trade
with mntunally beneficial results. It is imnlierative that we have somle practical,
workable imeans of working ont favorable trade relations with the other nations
of the world when the war is over to help) restore world trade and economic
stability.

Time restoration of our foreign outlets for both industrial an(d agricultural
eexports Is therefore vitIlly ilnll)ortant in order to pem'mit our agriculture and
industry to maintain a sfliielent volume of production to avoi(l widespread
unemployment and dlepression prices.
The p)reservation of private enterprise Is also at stake in our post-vwar trade

policy. If we should decide to adopt the policy of extreme nationalism with
embargo tariffs, bilateral trading, and( control of imports and exports we would
inevitably be forced into complete regimentation of business and agriculture
in order to effectively enforce such foreign trade controls. The complete licens-
ing and control of Imports and( exports which would be required under such a
system Inevitably leads to further regimentation and control of domestic In-
dustry and agriculture hy Government. In addition, the greatly reduced volume
of our exports would inevitably force drastic Government controls over domestic
production and l)rices, and(1 increasing reliance upon governmental subsidies for
industry, labor, and agriculture through higher tariffs, subsidy payments, and
Government work projects. The continued extension of Government controls
uider such policies would seriously jeopardize the continuation of private enter-
prise.

American agriculture has a very important stake in the restoration of our
export outlets.

In nornial times nearly one-half of all our exports consist of agricultural
commodities, and the producers of many of our major agricultural commodities
are heavily (leplendeumt upon export markets for a large share of their products.
as shown byithe following tal)le:

Commodity Percent Commodity Percent Commodity Percent

Wheat ............- . 20 Cotton.-0------ 5 Lard-.-,40
'Pohacco.-........--n 40 Prunes----------- 50 Raisin.s. **.--3-
Dried apricots- 60 Pears- 20 Apples .. -... 15

Mutich hIas been said about "the Anmerican market for the American farmer,"
buat the American market alone is not enough to provide am ad(lequate standard
of living for American farnuers. American agriculture cannottrhave a stan(lard
of living coinparaible to industry an(l labor if agricult are is forced to depend
upon the domesticc market alone for the outlets for its production. Unless we
can regain export outlets for many of our basic commo(lities, it will mean reduced
pro(luction nu(l reduced income for millions of farmers. There are 10,000,000
fnrtn people in the South dependent upon cotton, an(l 5.000,000 in the Corn Belt
(:('pendent upon corn and hogs, not to mention millions of others dependent upon
other export commod)itles.
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It is much more important to the American farmer to have profitable markets
for his total production than to have exclusive access to a domestic market too
restricted to maintain an adequate income for American agriculture.

* * 4 * * * S

It would be little short of disastrous to go back to the old system of embargo
tariffs and trade wars. Trade agreements offer a means by which we can
readjust our tariffs up or down In a highly flexible manner so as to gain the
maximum of advantages from other nations In return for concessions which
we are willing voluntarily to make to them.
The results of 9 years of experience under the trade-agreements program show

the advantages of this method of dealing with our foreign-trade problems and
justify the continuation of this mechanism for promoting increased trade.

Dr. T. W. Schultz, professor of agricultural economics at Iowa
State College, strongly endorsed the trade-agreements program from
the viewpoint of agriculture. Dr. Schultz is not only an outstanding
authority on agricultural economics but over a period of years lie has
given painstaking attention to the operation of the trade agreements
in relation to our agricultural interests. In 1939 at the request of the
American Farni Bureau Federation, DIr. Schultz made an objective
analysis of the trade-agreement operations for that organization and
the favorable report made by him at that time was reaffirmed by him
in his recent appearance before the committee. He summarized his
current position on the matter as follows:

1. Following World War I, agricultural trade was not given adequate con-
sideration. As .a consequence farmers of the world suffered tragically. Agri-
culture became the depressed area, marked in black, on our economic maps.

2. S('hemies to rescue agriculture followed. Coffee valorization, Chadbourne
plan for sugar, Stevenson plan for rubber, international tea committee, national
morol(pol les for tobacco, imperial preference, wheat agreements, and Agricultural
Adjustment Administration at home.

3. Trade agreements have stopped the trend toward ever higher trade barriers
nmd nobody has heen "sold down the river." Farmers have benefited substan-
tially along with other groups.

4. Trade agreements have not gone far enough fast enough. Our quotas and
other trade restrictions have kept and are keeping Canadian farm products out-
food and feed that we need urgently.

5. Farmers have come to have confidence in the way In which trade agree-
ments are negotiated. They see it ats an orderly procedure within a democratic
framework in which their interests are adequately represented.

6. Small nations and peoples abroad generally, especially in South America,
haive favored and welcomed our leadership toward lower trade barriers. Howv-
ever, they lhave been apprehensive, in fact fear, that we will again return to our
earlier role of (eonomic Isolation.

7. Politically and economically the trade .agreements are an essential minimum
in planning for a l)eaceful world.
A detailed study entitled "The Reciprocal Trade Agreements and

A griciilture," prepared by A. C. Bunce, assistant professor of agri-
cultural economics at Iowa State College, was inserted in the record
by Dr. Schultz at the conclusion of his testimony (unrevised commit-
tee print, pp. 721-743).

THE OPINION OF THE NATION'S ECONOMISTS

On the economic phases of this question no group in the United States
is more entitled to be heard than the professional economists. These
men and women who devote their lives to the study and exposition of
the reasons for our national prosperity or lack of it, have no interest
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to serve but that of truth. When they combine in an opinion on a
matter in their field, it should be most persuasive.
The Members of the House are all familiar with the fact that the

lingo of economists is sometimes hard for common men to follow, and
what is more important, that they often disagree. On many matters
that have come before the Congress professional opinion could be
cited on both sides.
On the matter now before us the opposite is true. More than 1,500

of the country's professional economists have joined in a unanimous en-
dorsement of renewal of the Trade Agreements Act. The signers
come from every State of the Union, and from more than 250 Ameri-
can institutions of learning. They include the leaders of the profes-
sion everywhere. Their statement is unanimous, and clear. It is as
follows:
We believe that the Trade Agreevnents Act, which authorize.s the Hull program

of tariff reduction through tariff bargaining, should be renewed. The act, origi-
nally enacted in June 1934, was extended in 1937 and in 1940, and on each occasion
for a period of 3 years. A bill is now pendIing In Congress to continue the aiu-
thority to negotiate reciprocal trade agreements for a fourth 3-year period, but
the fate of the bill Is uncertain.
The repudiation of the trade-agreements program at this juncture would be a

national tragedy. After the war there will he a crying demandd for America's
mass-production goods and fari l)roducts from every country In the worl(l. If
we maintain a liberal policy regarding Imports, this demand can create thou-sands
of post-war jobs in this country, Utilizing Industrial and agricultural capacity
which otherwise would be idle. But to export we must be willing to import.
Hence, the renewal of the trade-agreemnents program Is essential for the main.
tenance of employment and business activity at a high level after tile war. More-
over, in the Atlantic Clharter the United States Is pledged to the long-run princi-
ple that all nations, great and small, should have access oln equal terms to the
trade and raw materials of the world. Access to raw materials means in reality
access to markets for ninnufactured goods, for an industrial country with in-
adequate (lomestic sul)plies of metals or textiles fibers can acquire them only
by acquiring foreign (ixcihange through the sale of Its owvin goods and services in
the markets of the world. Every country, therefore, if it wishes to promote the
expansion of world tra(le, which is a fundamental condition for the establish-
ment of a durable pence, must show greater willingness to accept the goods of
other countries. In other words, the lowering of tariffs under the leadership
of the great trading nations is an'essential meanls of realizing the program of
economic aend political cooperation endorsedby the IUnited Nations.

ri'lhe( decision which Congress will niake within a fewv months is fraught with
as great possibilities for goo(l or evil as that which it made in 1930 when it
enaete(l thlle awley-Smoot tariff. Several months before that act became lawv,
more than at thousand e(onominsts anll teachers of economics protested against
Its skyscraping rates. They pointed out the iurdens which the new tariff would
impose on millions of farmers, miners, workers employed in building construction,
onl railro't(is, in public utilities, anl(d on the great mass of white-collar workers,
bank clerks, Ilewspapermenl, employees in wholesale and retail trade. The econo
miists showed how absur(l It was for the United States, now that it had become a
great cre(litor country, to raise barriers against the Import of the foreign goods
which constituted repayment of its loans. They predicted that the Hawley-Smoot
tariff woul(l inject new bitterness into international relations, and that it would
"plainly invite other nations to compete with uis in raising further barriers to
trade." They concluded with the statement that "a tariff war does not furnish
goo(l soil for the growth of worl(l peace."
Once again the American people, through their Government, are setting the

course of internatlional trade policy. If Congress at this critical time, by failing
to renew thie Trade Agreemnents Act, repudiates the liberal trade policy which
Secretary Hull has so p)ersistently pu1rsuIed for the past 9 years, our allies In the
Itnite(l Nations and all neutral countries will place only one interpretation on
that act. Rightly or wrongly, the nations of the world will take the vote of
Congress as evi(lence that the United States, in the midst of the war, has chosen
for IK)st-wiar years the course o)f Isolation. They will then haven no choice bit to
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drop plans for economic cooperation, plunging ahead into short-sighted programs
of trade discrimination, exclusive imperial- and bloc-trading groups, and beggar-
my-neighbor policies of all kinds. If the United States wants a better economic
world and a more durable peace after the present war, this is not the way to begin.

In urging the renewal of the act of 1934 we do not mean to imply that tariff
bargaining is, by itself, an adequate program of United States economic policy for
the post-war period. Many of us believe that much more is required and that
additional techniques of quite a different character need to be tried. Some of us
wvouil like to see American policy turn toward laissez-faire; some toward a
greater measure of planning. But all of us stand on this common ground: We
are convinced (1) that a world-wide reversion toward nationalistic protectionism
after the war will hinder the development of all types of reasonable reconstruction
programs, (2) that the pattern of cooperative action which the American trade
agreements program provides is the minimum basis of United States post-war
policy, and (3) that the repudiation of this program by Congress would inevitably
start an avalanche of trade restrictions in foreign countries. The economic prep-
aration for World War No. 3 would have begun.
We do not believe that our Representatives and Senators wish to incur respon-

sibility for such a disaster either by outright rejection of the policy or by emascu-
lating amendments. We believe that economic barriers tend to produce Ill will
between nations and to lower standards of living both at home and abroad. We
are proud of the fact that in 1934, In the midst of a world-wide trend toward
national isolationism, the United States adopted a trade-agreements program
looking toward mutual redluctionl of internatlowiil economic barriers. We believe
that it would be a major tragedy if the United States should repudiate this pro-
gram at a time when all the United Nations are looking to us for leadership. We
therefore urge most strongly that the Trade Agreenments Act be renewed.

THE OPINION OF PUBLIC INTEREsr GROUPS

Many of the witnesses who appear before congressional colnmittees
do so to represent some special interest. This is not said in criticism;
all interests in a deniocrtacy are entitled to be heard. But when sub-
st-antial numbers of (lisinterested people, with no interest to serve
except the welfare of the coulntry, find a matter so important that
they sen(l spokesmen to express their views, it is a matter of ilnpor-
tance. And( when all such delegations have one view, no one can help
being impressed.T11he preceding section of this report makes special reference to one
of the petitions in this class, that of the professional economists. In
a(ldition, there were many other groups of men and women, not iden-
tified l)y occupation, who expressed themselves in favor of the present
resolution. A inong those were the Young Woomen's Christian Asso-
ciationi; the Gieneral Federation of Women's Clubs; the National
Leaaaglle of Women Voters; and Citizens for Vietory, the successor to
tie Conilnittee to Defend America by Aiding the Allies. Likewise,
Mr. John Foster Dulles, the chairman of the Comn-mission to Study
the Bases of a Just and Lasting Peace, instituted by the Federal Coun-
cil of the Clhurches of Christ in America, and himself a distinguished
authority on aniid participant in international affairs, communicated a
StIonlg endorsement of the endingng resolution to the committee.
1e sx ateinent presented on bealauf of the National Hague of

Wonien Voters is representative of the ulnqualifie(l support which
these public interest groups have given to the trade-agreements pro-
grain. It is apparent fromi a reading of the following portions of
this stat enient that the endorselnent of this act by the National Leagrue
of Women Voters rel)resents ain exceedingly well-informed and care-
fully consi(lered opinion:
The National League of Women Voters again wishes to express Its support

of reenactmnewt of the Trade Agreements Act. We have continued to watch the
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operation of the act and are convinced that it should be extended for another
8-year period without limiting amendments.

Its reenactment at this time has'a special significance. The action of the Con-
gress will be taken by other countries as well as by citizens of the United States
as Indication of the trade policy the United States may favor at the close of the
war. Repudiation of the policy set forth in the Trade Agreements Act would
be taken as warning that the United States intends to "go It alone" after the war.

Repudiation can come about either by outright defeat of the bill calling for a
3-year extension or amendments that would destroy the effectiveness of the
program.

Every time the act has been considered, the question of congressional partici-
pation. in the ntial decisions on the individual agreements has been raised. It
seems to us that the proper function of the Congress is to establish a trade policy
for the United States and to provide for periodic review of the administration
of this policy. In the Trade Agreements Act the Congress has stated that the
policy of the United States is to iaromote international trade. It establishes limits
within which the Executive can1 act. It provides for periodic review of the ad-
ministration of thle act as well as of the policy It enunciates, by enacting it for
8-year periods.
The principal advantage of the trade-agreements program lies in the bargaining

It makes possible with other countries to get advantages for Amnerican exports in
exchange for lowered American tariff rates. This bargaining the Cont: :ess can-
not (lo. It must be (lone by the Executive. Neither call the Executive do it suc-
cessfully If his bargaining power is curtained by requiring that final decisions
be made by the Congress.
The only valid reasons for requiring such additional action by Congress would be

that the power granted in the act has been abused and that it is unconstitutional.
We submit. thwalt In all of the test imlony there has been no charge of abuse of power,
only disagreenient, about the wisdom of some few decisions that have been
made. The status of Executive agreements has been tested time and again in
the courts and without excel)tion theyhlave heen upheld ats constitutional.
The only result to be expecte(l by requiring agreements to cole black to Con-

gress for Senate al)l)roval or approval by both Houses, or for congressional veto
would be tolimIt the usefulness of the p)rogramnli.

Tlhe suggestion that the act be renewed for a year, or for the duration of the war,
only shows lack of confidenceIn the Pirogram anol is at way of temllporzinlg with
thle basic pl icyeII(iaia ted il thet('t It is olbvious tInIt we ( ialuot now foresee, all
of the economic(lislOCmtions that will comie as the result of the Nvar. We cannot
nowplan conpietelyt to meet t he sit ation. Inl the Trade Agreements Act the
Congress hals sai( thatl it wishes the United States to pursue at policy ofIncrease(
ilnternai io~til t nid(le as oppos(e(d toole of rest iricted( traole.

* * * * * * *

Various pol)'oisal5 have been imimde for giving affected interests greater 01)-
portuni ty to press thlir clailils. The wholel)l'ict ice of (delegating to representa-
tives of special-jIt('rest grou1l)s the authority for controlling the policies of
Government is questionabife. We have(Irift ed into the practice of having ad-
Visory collilittteesconil)ose(l of repl)esentatives of special-interest groups which
III ailn instminces 1ctal:llly(letermline policy. These representatives sit on the
ad(ivisory conlifilittees,IlotjusIt to contribllute thel I knowledge of problems bearing
on their groups, b)ut topress the interest of time groups they rep)lresent. There
has bocim nro careful conlsi(lvrat ion of the results oftIhis practice. It is a means
of'getting tlie consent ofutlectecl groups to governmental programns, but is it a
SaltiSt ctom'oy 1eans of getl ing, tlie consent of t le whole 'le? There has been
little stu(ly to inidica t e whet tier the iiterest of all the peopleis best served by
this technique. Under these arrangements the electe(l offiiils-both legislators
andexXeclt ives--delegate some of their representative functions to special-
Inter'estgrIOllps.

Full opportunity tol)rovi(ldeinformation should be given to such groups, anl(d
in our opinion Is (le(lutely given niderC thecurrentprocedures of the trade-
agreements orgaiiization. Direct representation of these groupsin the process
ofnegotiatloin can serve no useful purl)ose, and woulol a(dd greatly to the difficulty
of carrying out the program.

In oncIlusionI, I urge this committee' to recommend extension of the Trade
Agreements Act for another 3-yearperiod. It would be encouraging to the
American public if that report could be unaninmous. Failure to renew the act at
this timie would,in our estinmation, show that this CongressIs ready to commit
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the United States to a post-war policy of extreme nationalism. Such action
would stimulate the nationalistic tendencies already showing up In other coun-
tries, andl might be the one action that would scuttle post-war attempts to work
out satisfactory cooperative undertakings with the other countries of the world.

OVERWHELMING PRESS SUPPORT

The trade-agreements program has been the subject of editorial
comment in a great many newspapers in all parts of the United States,
both before, Luring, and since the committee's hearings. Here also,
the opinion expressed is strikingly close to unanimity. Overwhelm-
illgly, the country's press supports the trade-agreements program.
Ani analysis of newspaper opinion prepared by James S. Twohey Asso-
ciates, an independent agency, reported oIn April 17, 1943, that of the
newspapers that have commented oln the program some 86 percent are
in favor of renewal. With regard to the remlaining 14 percent, the
Twolhey analysis makes this comment:
Only 14 percent of the press offers opposition to the trade act and most of this

opposition is of an oblique, sniping type rather than straightforward (1isal)proval.
The significance of this overwhelming support by the press is that

it is thoroughly nonpartisan; it comes from all sections of the country
and from Republican and Independent papers as well as Democratic
papers. Some of the strongest support has come from Republican
JHI)perS.

AmUiong newspapers, ill all parts of the country, that have com-
mewited favorabl oil the tranle-aagreements program are the following
Asheville Citizen (ID), Asheville, N. C.
Atlanti ( 'onstitition (D), Atlanta, Ga.
Atlanta Journal (D), Atlanta, Gla.
Auguista, Kenneobe Journal (I), Auxguista, Maine.

Balt more Sun (ID), Bailtiniore, Aid.
Bellevitlle Times (D), eflvelville, Tex.
B3irmlingham News (ID), Birmingham, Ala.
Illoomington Pan tagraplh (I), Bloomington, Ill.
Boise Statesman (It), Boise, Idah1lso.
lWosl oil Herald (IR), Boston. Mass.
Bridgeoli irt Post (I), Bridgeport, Conin.

('111ft o ('Courier (I), (C'andeil, N. J.
-C,I:milrottv News (D), Charlotte, N. C.
('cimiago .1otrnal of ( 'oinnierce (I), (,'hiwego, Ill.
('hicago Su11n (I), ( li:lego, Ill.
Clhristinn Science motiltor (I), Boston, Mass.
Ci,uiiHi 1iEln(viirerl (II)), Cincinnnti, Ohio.
Ch1(hill nt!i Post (I), ('iivillmati, Ohio.
Clevelaild 'News (IR), ('leveinmln, Ohio.
'lovlawl Plain Dealer (I)), Cleveland, Ohio.
('lveland Press ( I ) Chlveland, Ohio.
(Coltiniua Ltecor(l (1)), columaia. S. C.
('olunhif State (D), (Columbia S. C.
Coneord Zuloliltor (1), Concord, N. H.

Dallas Daily Times Herald (ID), Dallas, Tex.
Dallas News (ID), Dallas, Tiex.
Dayton News (ID), Dayton, Obio.
Des 'Molnes Register (I), Des Moines, Iowa.
Detroit News (I), Detroit, Mich.
Duluth News-Tribune (R), Difluth, Minn.
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El Paso Times (D), El Paso, Tex.
Emporia Gazette (IR), Eniporia, Kans.
Evansville Press (I), Evansville, Ind.

Fort Worth Star-Telegram (ID), Forth Worth, Tex

Galveston News (ID), Galveston, Tex.
Grand Forks Herald (I), Grand Forks, N. Dak.
(Greensboro News (I), Greensboro, N. 0.

Hamilton Journal-News (I), Hamilton, Ohl&
Hartford Courant (IR), Hartford, Conn.
Hartford Tiniies (ID), Ilartford, Conn.
Houston Post (D), Houston, rex.
Houston Press (I), Houston, Tex.

Indianapolis News (I), Indianapolis, Ind.

Jacksonville, Florida Time-s-Union (II)), Jacksonville, Mla.
.Jacksoiville .Jouriial (I)), Jacksonville, Fla.
Johnsoii City l're;:; (ID), Johnson City, Ter1n.
Journal of ('oninlerce (I), New York, N. Y.

Kahloka Gazette-Herald, Kalioka, Mo.
Kalamazoo Gazette (NP), Kalamazoo, Alich.
Kansas City Star (I), Kansas City, Mo.
Kansas City Times (I), Kansas City, Mo.
Knoxville News-Sentinel (I), Knoxville, Tenn.

Lexington IHeraldl (I), Lexington, hy.
Little Rtock, Arkanisas Democrat (1)), Little Rock. Ark.
Little lRock, Gazette (I1)), Little Rock, Ark.
Los Angeles Times (R), Los Angeles, Calif.
Loujisville ('ourier-Journal (I), Louisville, Ky.
lIynchbiurg News (D), Lynclhburg, Va.

.Mi1lis(nJ( ';alital Times (I), Mad isoni, WVis.
%IUllis(lI Wiieonsiu State Journal (lI), Madison, Wis.
.Nlun hester UnJ0ion (Ilt), Manchester, N. H.
Ahirslalltown 'Thinies-Republicani (It), Marshalltowvn, Iowa.
.NI ci-niiliis ( 'oniurnercial Ap)peal (I), INIelnphis, "'tenn.
\ii-wl ,iis le(ss-SciInitIar (I), leiil)phis5, Tfenn.
NlNlmi Daegily News (D), Miami, Ala.
.Nliw:mdl Hera]ld (ID), Alirnmi, F'1:.
M\ilwaukee^( Journalsl (1), Mlilwaukole, WXis.
.N.1ilinva~l)oflis fStar-Joulrnatl (I), Nlillneaplolis, Alinn.
M\ob~ile Retgister (ID), M~obile, Al.\1
MiIusli(egon Chronicle (I), Muskefgon, Mlich.

Nashville 'rennesseanii (1), Nashville, Tenn.
Newark Evening News (1), Newark, N. J.
New Bedford St anda rd-Times ( I), New Bedford, Mass
New Haven Journal-Courier (I), New Haven, Conn.
New Orlenl as Thies-P1icayuine (ID), New Orleans, La.
New York Evening Post (I), New York, N. Y.
New York Herald T'ilbunie (l1t), New York, N. Y.
New Y'ork Timevs (IL)), New York, N. Y.
New York World-Telegram (I), New York, N. Y.

Oklalhomia City Oklalhomian (ID), Oklahomia. City, Okla.

Paterson Call (It), Paterson, N. .1.
Phlla(lelphia Bullet in (lit), Philadelphia, Pa.
Philadelphia Inqiflirer (I), Philadelphia, Pa.
'hiladelphia Record (I), Philadelphia, Pa.
Plittsburgh Post-Glazetle (l1t), Pittsburgh, PL
Pittsburgh Press (I), Pittsburgh, Pa.
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Plittstield Beikshire Eagle (I), Pittsfield, Mass.
plainfield Courier-News (IR), Plalnlfeld, N. J.
PM, New York, N. Y.
Portland Oregon Journal (11), Portland, Oreg.
Providence Journal (I), Providence, R. I.

Raleigh News and Observer (D), Italeigh, N. 0.
Rtichmuond Tlnlles-DisIpltch (ID), Richmiond, Va.
Rochester Democrat and Chronicle (R), RIochester, N. Y.

Salina Journal (IR), Salina, Kans.
San Antonio Express (ID), San Antonio, Tex.
Sian Francisto Chronicle (IR), San Francisco, Calif.
San Francisco Examiner (1), San Francisceo, ('alif.
San Francisco News (I), San Francisco, Calif.
Savannah News ( 1D), Savannah, Ga.
Schelleetndy Gazette (ID), Schenectady, N. Y.
Selleectady UnIioi-Sttlur (11), .k-hemilectady, N. Y.
Seattle Star (I), Seattle, Wash.
Settle Times (I), .Seattle, Wash.
S1ringfield Itepublican ( I), Springfield, Mass.
SpcI Ingfiel(l Still (I), Springfield, Oh1io.
St. Louis ( lobe-)enilctrat i I), St. Louis, Mo.
St. Loulis 'ost-I)isp)atch (ID), St. Louis, Mo.
St. Loulis Shir-Times (I), St. Louis, Mo.
St. Paul Dispatch (1), St. Pauil, Minimi.
St. Paul Plioneer Press (1), St. P'aul, Minn.
S.yraeuis IIel(l-.lJournall (I ), Syracise, N. Y.
Syracsusec l'ost-St antida rd (It), Syracuise, N. Y.

'fTacoma Times (I), Tacoma, Wash.
'T'anipa Daily Times (D), Tampla, Fla.
Tapam Tribuime (I)), Tamnpia, Fla.
'i'exar'kania Gaze tte (ID), 'Texarkana, Tex.
'I'tl(Ion Star (I), Ttiscon, Ariz.

Ventturn Siar Free Press ( I), Ventura, Calif.

XX' miw Nwsr-Tri)une (ID), Waco, Tex.
WVashington IDaily Newvs (I), XVashington, D. 0.
Washimigton, Evenicig Star (I), Wrashinigtoun, D. 0.
\\tasington Post (I), Washington, D. C.
W all Street Journal (I), New York, N. Y.
Watertown Times (11R), Watertown, N. Y.
\Wiehita Falls Times (D), Wichita Falls, Tex.
Wilmington Journal Every Evening (1), Wilmington, DeL
\'ilmnington News (I), Wilmington, Del.
Winston-Salem Journal (ID), Winston-Salem, N. 0.

Yomngst-own Vindicator (ID), Youngstown, Ohio.

The following is a brief sampling of edlitorial opinion from various
p)aIrts of the country:
Baltimore Stun (ID), April 26:
* * * it seents safe to hope that there will be enough members of both

llouses to appreciate how paralyze rig a blow to our plamis for a stable peace would
be rejection or crippJling anien(inlent of the Trade Agreemellts Act.
Boise (Iddio) Statesmian (R), April 15:
Mr. Hull's policy has proved economically sound, and It Is beyond denial

that It is largely resp)onsil)le for solidarity inl this hemisphere. Isolationism
is as outmoded mis the feudal estate.

Boston Herald (IR), Decemnber 24:
The [trade] agreements represent the spirit of democracy.

cannot be merely a one-way process. To sell we Iniust hay.
Foreign trade
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Chicago Sun (I), April 18:
Extension of the 'I'rade Agreements Act Is clearly one arm of the only post-war

policy by which we cani hope to prevent the rise of new aggressors.

Cbristian Science Monitor (I), April 14:
At no time in the years since the (trade-agreements] program began has it beene

more lmiportant for Amiericans to show themselves clearly behind this act than
now.

(Cincinnati Enquirer (II)), Jatimiary 26:
For this Nation to abatidon its recil)proc-l trade-treaty system this spring would

confirm theX worst fenrs of the rest of the world that the United States Intended
after the war to go hack to the economic nationalism which proved sO Injurious
before.

Cleveland IPlain Dealer (ID), April 6:
One of the severest blows that could be delivered to the war effort would be

rejection of Hull's request for renewal [of the Trade Agreements Act]. * *
It would he ain internaltimial catlamity to reject reciprocity now.

Dallas News (11)), April 19:
These tretItl's )utive beeni a help to our trade aind are hidispetisable as a

foundailtioni for o0llW post-war comnimerce with other nutio s. To drop the [trade-
6greenients] piograolin now would be to abandon one of t e main provisions of the
Atlantic Charter 1nd(1 to calls(' our allies to distrust us.

Des Moines Register (I), April 12:
()On tih broader basis of the interests of the country and the world there iiever

wats 11in(ch question about the desirability of carefully controlled and limited pro-
ce(lure for talking the top off t he xvorst of the trade barriers, tls set forth in the
Trade A-reveenvts Act. The world-shaking events of the last few years, espe-
dially, a'r", at last awakening people to the highly painful alnd personal conse-
elu(lces of(negle(Cting "v('orld interests.
Detr'oit News (I), April 14:
Wise Ieul)lcaIimnns * * * prefer not to make a party fight against the trade-

trenty p)rngrain. * T* rl(nd now towar(l cominiercial Isolation would move
town rd paolitivid Isola tion.

E£,niloria (Wlines.) (hwaette (TR), April 12:
Pointing out thlait Ilr-(le is "'piart of Amierica's big post-war opportunity,' the

National Ieagile of Womlnle Votlrs has fired a broadside in the battle for renewal
of the trail'-agreemeints program. * * Notice Is hereby given to the Kan-
sIts stiti 'sine1'ii ill W\a'slhi n'on11ihat "Moin," sp('akinlg throughl the Leatgue of Women
Voters, is not to be sti'ze(l nt. SheI( illay pOp) ill) in] SoM0' )rinilary or elvetiwlemwith
her walr paint on. Shi' mightt have enough strength h to chase you1 into the dloghouse.

FIOIrid;1 T7imom --cnimn (II)). iJAcksonville, April 17:
Renewi o)f Htie11eei1lprocl Trade A(t \\,Ill assamtre all tlhe peoples of the vorI'(l

that we really nivini to sltald by the agreemients which embody I he high Ideals
'Xpressed(l i the Atl ntl(- ('ha rtdr. Conversely, ffilulre to r1emmox the act would
In effect repudiate one of the baske promises ninile Iln that (loculelt.

Graidl Forks (N. Dak.) Herald (I), April 8:
If in!ritilonal trade is to he proiiote(l there miust be international agreement

on tariffs, anol xvwiile no systvini Ciia be expected to work perfectly thei system of
Internatlbon l luienionits ilnetitol:ed ailnd conlmcuded by the Secretary of State
seems the ltearest ailplpo:ucli to sl ttloon of the problem that ha:ls been devised.
Hartford Couranit ( 1R), April 14:
Mr. Hull should he joine(d in his plea for a stand that would have a "most

heartenling effect onl people here and( everywhere who look forward, with pro-
found hope, to a1 wo\srl(l rich In ecotioinic and spiritual opportunities for jill." The
Secretary's arguments are onl high ground aind arp Irrefutable.
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Indianapolis News (1), April 15:
The Hull argument that the [trade-agreement] policy is essential to both the

war and the adjustments of the peace is powerful and probably will be effective,
Journal of Commerce (I), New York, January 13:
The high-tariff policy pursued by the United States following the First World

War contributed to world economic difficulties. The extension of the Reciprocal
Trade Agreement Act would demonstrate that Congress does not want to do the
same thing again following the present conflict.

Kansas City (Mo.) Times (I), April 18:
If it [Trade Agreements Act] is not renewed before that time, Congress will

have put the world on notice that we are withdrawing from a vital field of coop-
erative effort. The shock to the hope of our allies and friends for a durable peace
can readily be imagined.
Los Angeles Times (R), December 25:
* * * In general, both Mexico and the United States have everything to gain

and very little to lose from expanded commercial interchange, which should lead
to greater friendliness In all relations. If the new pact results in both countries
becoming better customers of each other it will have very beneficial results.
Madison (Wis.) State Journal (IR), April 6:.
To overcome some of the disadvantages of these tariff walls there were estab-

lished reciprocal-trade treaties with some 2,5 nations. Unfortunately, In the past,
the dairy industry generally opposed these agreements. Today the more en-
lightened farmer approves their principle. Already they have offered many
advantages to American agriculture, industry, and business generally.
Manchester (N. H.) Union (IR), April 14:
There is no doubt that the failure of Congress to renew the Reciprocal Trade

Agreements Act, which will expire in June unless Congress takes action to
maintain it, would have an Injurious effect on inter-Allied relations and the
progress of the war.
Milwaukee Jourinal (I), April 19:
Congress is reported likely not to extend the Trade Agreements Act, or at least

to amend and restrict. Yet in their 9-year history the trade agreements have
been the only forward, successful part of our economic policy.
Minneapolis Star-Journal (I), April 7:
The a(tiion Congress takes on renewal of the Trade Agreements Act will be one

of the prime factors in determining whether the prewar and wartime controls over
Individual enterprise, in the inte llftdonal field, shall he demobilized or tightened
when the war Is won.

New Orleans Times-Picayuine (ID), January 24:
If the Republicans intend to make the reciprocal-trade treaty program a party

football. their choice may not be a happy one. They can hardly refuse to permit
renewal of the President's authority to make the treaties without waging a fight
that will antagonize some of our war allies and expose themselves to the charge
of impairing our relations abroad.

New York Times (ID), April 3:
* * * the congressional Republicans themselves have been reminded of the

fact that historically their own party was the first to sponsor tariff reciprocity.
These things considered, It becomes possible to hope for strong bipartisan support
for renewal of the present act.
New York Herald Tribune (IR), April 8:
Of proved value in the past, the Trade Agreements Act Is even more valuable

today as an assurance to our allies that the United States will not relapse Into a
narrow isolation after the war, and it will be more valuable still tomorrow. * 0 S

S. Oepts.. 75-1, vol. 2-24
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Philadelphia Inquirer (I), April 4:
The case for formally continuing the trade pacts rests on broad public policy.

Prompt action by Congiess would give welcome assurance to our allies and help
to strengthen the common cause.

Philadelphia Bulletin (IR), April 3:
In renewing the reciprocity treaties, the United States is not being asked to do

out of altruism anything not to Its own advantage.
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette (IR), April 14:
* * * Mlr. Hull is right when he observes that renewal or repudiation of the

reciprocal trade policy will be viewed as a sign post Indicating the path that the
United States will follow when the world Is again at peace.
Portland Oregon Journal (IR), April 15:
In the long view and despite certain maladjustments, the reciprocal trade agree-

ments have increased our foreign trade, they have demonstrated that we can and
will cooperate on a world-wide scale, and they have gone a long way toward elimi-
nating the extreme nationalisms, the trade rivalries, and the actual hatreds
engendered by the dog-eat-dog trade relations of the past and the short-sighted
tariff wars that tended to Balkanize the world.

Providence (R. I.) Journal (I), April 19:
Today It is scarcely conceivable that any legislator in this country who clearly

understood the implications of his action would vote against renewal of the
Reciprocal Trade Agreements Act.

St. Louis Post-Dispatch (ID), April 6:
If common sense prevails, there ought to be little debate about continuing a

policy that is advantageous to us and that Is among the nations of the world a
pledge of our good faith.

St. Paul Pioneer Press (I), April 14:
To judge by what the Congressmanu * * * said, he thinks that the reciprocal

trade agreements have ruined agriculture. This is not true of the past, is not
true of the present, and will not be true of the future. In fact, there is good
reason to believe that the only real and lasting solution of the farm problem pos-
sible, must come through a general reduction of world trade barriers after the
war, and a general increase of world trade.

,San Francisco Chronicle (IR), April 6:
Standing alone, the reciprocal-trade treaty program would deserve prompt and

unequivocal supp)rt of the Senators. As an important part of the fabric of State
Department activity, the renewal asked should be a routine matter of common
sense.

Seattle Star (I), February 13:
Mr. Willkie did a good job in his Indianapolis speech in summoning from the

Republican Pantheon such worthies as Blaine, Mc-Kinley, and Taft to support the
reciprocal trade policy. * * * That a Republican majority will challenge the
renewal of these treaties-and thus raise the charge of isolationism at a moment
when there Is virtually no commercial foreign trade anyway-seems Improbable.

Springfield (Mass.) Republican (I), April 5:
An important initial installment of the answer to the question-and one that

the world would understand at sight-would be the practically unaninmous
extension for another term of years by Congress of the Trade Agreements Act.
Legislation to that effect would signify that this Congress was not disposed to
revive that form of extreme economic isolation which a new high protective
tariff would certainly involve.

Syracuse Post-Standard (R), April 5:
If we should, by any chance, turn the tariff program down now, it would

mean to other nations simply that we placed nationalism and our own affairs
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above international cooperation and aid In rebuilding a world damaged badly
by warn resulting from this same type of nationalism.

Tucau Star (I), April 14:
Secretary Hull has just appeared before Congress to ask that this program

[trade agreements], which expires in June, be renewed * * * the failure
of Congress to act will amount to notice to the world that in the future the
American Congress will not ratify or help or continue what has been, for nearly
10 years, a consistent American international economic policy.
Wall Street Journal (I), April 3:
Our experience since 1934 has proved that the process of negotiating reciprocal-

trade agreements offers the one practical approach to a moderation of the fierce
nationalism which destroys world trade; at any rate, the one approach open to a
tariff-protected economy.

Washington (D. C.) Post (I), April 3:
There have been disturbing rumors of late that when the Trade Agreements

Act of 1940 expires next June Congress will either allow it to lapse or renew
it in a form that will destroy its usefulness. * * * For us to abandon it at
a time when its usefulness can now really begin would be a blunder worse than a
crime.
Wilmington (Del.) News (I), April 13:
The repudiation of the policy of reciprocal-trade agreements by Congress now

would have a chilling effect on the nations now our friends.

V

ANALYSIS OF OPi'OSITION ARGUMENTS

The most impressive aspect of the opposition as revealed in the
hearillgs is that there is less of it than there has been previously and
that which remains comes not from any new quarter but rather from
the same quarters and generally the same persons, as have opposed
the trade-agreements program from the beginning. It is noteworthy
that during the 9 years that the program has, been in operation many
individuals and groups who formerly were in opposition or only
lukewarm to the program have shifted their position to one of support.
The opposition criticisms of the program as developed in the hear-

ings centered around several subjects which are briefly analyzed here,-
after.

FUTTUE UNCERTAINTIES

Certain opponents of the trade-agreements program have sought to
base their opposition to its continuance on the ground that it would be
dangerous to renew this authority in view of the great uncertainties
which lie ahead. These opponents also make this argument in support
of amendments to limit the duration of the act for 1 year or some
other lesser period than the customary 3-year period.
The testimony, on the other hand, from all sources is overwhelm-

ingly on the side of viewing these very uncertainties as one of the
reasons which make it imperative that this act be given a clean-cut
continuance for the customary 3-year period.
Our interest is in doing all that we can to make sure that post-war

conditions are not permitted to relapse into chaos. Of course, there
are uncertainties about many things in the post-war period, but the
important point is that unless we and other like-minded nations take
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a position now on certain agi'e(d policies and establish procedures for
making these policies effective the uncertainties which we fear will
sooni become the certainties of past, sad experience. We can to a large
degree influence the conditions which will face us after the war, but
we can only do this through action and not through yielding to the
defeatism of nonaction.
Renewal of the Trade Agreements Act for the customary 8-year

period will go far to head off the worst eventualities in the post-war
recolnstruiction period for several reasons:

(1) It will give the other nations concrete proof that we can and will
stand by this policyrand the principles embodied in the United Nations
declaration.

(2) Only with such assurance can the other nations also stand by
these principles. since of necessity their commercial policies must in
large part be} adjusted to our position.

(3) The existing trade agreements, of themselves, will maintain an
important degree of stability. New agreements and revision of exist-
ing agreements under, this flexible mechanism will permit speedy
adjustments as such become necessary to promote and maintain sta-
bilitfy in the commercial policy field.

(4) Only through the establishment of a sound and stable policy in
the t rade-barrier field can progress be made toward working out sound
fand stable policies in international currency exchanges and other
financial and economic fields.

(U) Any prospect for the solution of the international security
problems in the long run depends upon a sound and stable solution of
the economic and financial problems.
As the committee has indicated elsewhere in this report, the testi-

moiiy of spokesmen representing leading business, agriculture, and
labor groupps does not indicate that our producers look forward to the
post-war situation with defeatist foreNoings. Rather, these people
see the futiture inl terns of great opportunity so long as they can be cer-
tain that goverl'mnents will not phlce unnecessary, nationalistic restric-
tions in the wvay of trade. In fact, these representatives of American
business, labor, and agriculture assert that our productive and com-
petitive strength will be, such in the post-war period that we have little
to fear from the uncertainties of foreign competition. They feel
confident in their ability to meet any such uncertainties. The uncer-
tainty which they fear most in this field is the capricious destruction or
limitation of their opportunities by governmental restrictions. This
is, in truth, the most fearsome uncertainty for us in the post-war
trade field, and it is precisely this uncertainty which clean-cut renewal
of the trade-agreements program for the customary 3 years is designed
to remove.

It should he noted in this connection that while the trade-agreements
policy contributes to basic stability in this field the agreements them-
selves contain carefully drawn safeguarding provisions, sometimes
called escape clauses, which reserve to us and the other party any
necessary freedom of action to adjust particular concessions in the
event unforeseen developments should make such action advisable.
In this way flexibility is preserved where flexibility may be needed
while the program as a whole provides the basic stability and sense o
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direction which is imperative uiless we are sul)inely to surrender our
vital interests to the forces of chaotic uncertainty which, as experience
has proved, all too soon become disastrous certainties.
For these positive reasons, and because of its desire to avoid the risk

of weakening the confidence of our allies ill our good intentions in
regard to economic cooperation with them not only during the war but
thereafter, as renewal for other than the customary 3-year period
would entilr, the committee rejected proposals for extension for only
1 or 2 years.

SHOULD TRADE BARRIERS BE RED)UCED?

Mutch of the opposition to the program is aimed, either explicitly or
implicitly, at any policy that is intended to increase international
trade. It is against any abridgment of the present protective tariff-
even where it is unnecessary-and against any constructive policy in re-
gard to our international trade.
The justification for international trade is the same as that for trade

within the Nation. It allows each area to specialize in the production
of those commodities which tire Iliost suited to its resources and skills
and to exchange its surplus thus produced for the commodities which
it can produce only less efficiently. It provides all areas with more
goods to consume thanr if each tried to supply all its own needs.
Imports and exports are but the two sides of the same shield. To

sell thfe quantity of our agricultural and industrial export coniniodi-
ties that we would like wee nmuist also buy other commodities which the
worl(l can sell us more cheaply than we can produce them at home, as
well as such items as coffee and tiln, which we do not produce at home.
Such trade increases the total volume of business of the Unlited States
and the standard of living here.
A larger Amneriean market, even though including some share for

imports, stimulates domestic employmnwit. Markets of abundance
rather thal markets of scarcity create sull)plementary employment inl
the distribution of a greater volume of goods. It is much more ini-
portant for American farmersel, manufacturers, aend workers to have
profitable markets for their total production than to have exclusive
access to a (lollestic i-airket too small to maintain the standar(l of
living at desirable levels and to maintain healthy business conditions.
The fear of loss of domestic markets through trade agreements

seems to stemn fromt a lpicturization of our markets as dead and static,
like a reservoir with neither inlet nor o(utlet. According to this view,
jf foreigners get somne of the business, less is left for Americanis. In-
reaility our economy and that of the world is a living, dyiianamic organ-
ism which lives alnd grows on trade. 'T'lhere is not, in trutth, just "so
nMuch" business to be done in the world and no more. Prosperity in
oiie country temlis to stimulate prosperity ini other count ries. Profit-
able outlets (domestic and foreign) for the total output of American
producers are better than the exclusive right to a static dlomestic
mimarket.
The statements submitted by representatives of the American Fed-

eration of Labor anid the Congress of Indtstrial Organiizatiolns, as well
as the testiVnoX of leading agricultUl-R] and business organizations
and the professional economists, referred to in the p)rev'ious section of
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this report, iake clear that the American standard of living hs.
nothing to fear from the stimulation of full and mutually profitaNb
international trade, btit ratherZ that the maintenance and development
of our standard of living is in fact substantially dependent ou the
stimulation of such trade.

COST-OF-PRODUUMON FORMULA

Some opponents of the trade-agreements program are that eve.
i f trade barriers should be reduced that it can and should be done under
a cost-of-production formula.
As the sole basis for tariff adjustment, reliance upon differences in

cost of production is unsound in theory and cannot be applied in prac-
tice. Experience has shown that any attempt to obtain cost data from
foreign producers is apt to arouse great resentment abroad against the
United States. Complete data can seldom be obtained, especially in
foreign countries, and when obtained are frequently of little value.
Costs for some products, especially those of agricultural products,
fluctuate widely from year to year. In the case of joint products and
byproducts, the determination of cost of production offers insur-
nmountable difficulties. In any country, there are as many costs as
there are producers of the product. Hence, there is no such thing
as "the" cost; the problem is one of selecting a so-called representative
cost. On the basis of the same data different persons are likely to
arrive at different conclusions.

It goes without saying, however, that when reliable cost (lata are
available they are taken into account. In the administration of the
trade-agreements program, available cost data have been supplied by
the Tariff Commission and have been given considerable weight, along
with other factors. Among these factors are the following: (1) Rank
of the foreign country as a supplier; (2) present duty and tariff his-
tory; (3) effectiveness of the duty, including its relation to other
duties; (4) domestic consumption and markets; (5) localization of
foreign com etition; (6) competitive factors other than cost of pro-
duct-ionl, suleh as methods of production, comparability as to quality,
and technological changes; (7) imlportance 0ftf 1e UJite(l States mar-
ket to foreign suppliers; (8) foreign controls of prices -ind markets,
inciluling Cartel ope'ratioTS; (9) exports frlmll 8Tn imlports into the
ITnited ,Sta es;:ind] (10) competitive (on(litions mnder the existing
dluty an( probable effects thlelrVoln of a concession.
Amendment of the '1Trade Agreements Act to provi(le that aRJ ad-

julstfllents of tlie nllited St Ilt s tal'iff inl trla(le alrl-eements mus.t be )ased
solely on differences in cost of pro(lllCtionl would result in the defeat
of the purpose of the program. In the fist. place, the determinationn
of the difference between cost of production at home and abroad for
each product mn(ler considerations as a concession item would require
a number of timne-comsliming cost. investigations equal to the number
of such products. In some agreements, such as that with the United
Kingdonm, in which this country made concess,,-ions onl over 1,000 items,
the time consuned in making the required cost investigations would
run into many years. In the second place, it is not likely that any
foreign country would accept differences in cost of production as the
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sole criterion for making concessions on imports into the United States
Some opponents of the trade-agreements program who prefer the

cost-of-production formula for making tariff adjustments argue that
United States costs will be higher after the war whereas foreign costs
will not have risen. It is too early to say what may be the changes
in production costs in the United States. There are, however, some
factors which may retard any increase in costs and may even tend to
result in lower costs after the war. In the first place a considerable
part of United States industry will have much practically new
plant and equipment which has been paid for out of war contract.VMuch of this plant is readily convertible to peacetime production and,
with only nominal depreciation charges, production costs will be
materially reduced. Another and even more important factor is the
rapid technological advance achieved by American manufacturers.
Their know-how has been multiplied, their resourcefulness sharpened.
Labor skills have also been increased and the efficiency of labor is
growing to points where its larger productive capacity offsets the in-
creased wages it receives. Mechanization of agriculture has not
stopped during the war and it was effectively reducing agricultural
costs before the war. In short, the United States has increased its
capacity for efficient production to such a degree that one may be,
more than ever, sanguine about its future.

PARITY FOR AGRICUTIURZ

Concern has been expressed by certain persons that the operation
of this program may interfere with the Government's policy of attain-
ing parity for agriculture. Such concern is unwarranted.

Trlle committee and the Congress have from the outset regarded the
trade-agreements program as an important adjunct of the Govern-
ment's broad program to safeguard and promote the interests of Amer-
ican agriculture. The record of agriculture's progress over the past
9 years during which the trade-agreements program has been in
operation gives both concrete proof that our expectation has been
fulfilled, and the best assurance that this will continue to be true in
the future. The committee now again affirms its intention that this
program shall, as in the past, be administered in such a manner as to
promote the progressive improvement of agriculture's position in the
American economy.
Further, the committee invites attention to the fact that the trade

agreements contain a clause which leaves the way open for the imposi-
tion of a quota on imports if they should tend to render ineffective a
domestic agricultural program designed to improve the price of a
domestic agricultural product.
There is no basic conflict between the trade-agreements program

and the efforts of the Government to obtain parity for agriculture.
On the contrary, the trade-agreements program has helped to relieve
the long-standing tariff disadvantage under which American agri-
culture as a whole has labored for many years. The tariff has been
reduced on many products which enter into farmers' cost of living,
and better markets, at home as well as abroad, have been provided.
In this connection, the committee again calls attention to the
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testimony of the president of the American Farm Bureau Federation
and of Professor Schultz which shows conclusively that the trade
agreements not only have not injured but have distinctly benefited
American agriculture.
Farm prices and farm income go up when foreign trade increases

and decline when foreign trade declines. Imports do not ruin farm-
ers. The amount of agricultural imports responds, like farmers'
income, to the over-all level of business and industrial activity, which
in turn depends to an important degree on foreign as well as domestic
markets. When this level is high there is a good demand for every-
thing, which is the main condition for prosperity in both agricul-
ture and industry. The relationship between farm prices, farmers'
income, agricultural imports, and the level of industrial activity is
shown by the following data which are based on the 1935-39 average
as 100:

Cash farm
Factory Id til Agricul- Incomne Prices re-Year ~~~~~~~Industrial u n(mrexc9lusvedbYear em ploy-

prdcto turni Im (efuyner celved by
. . -- - - - I of.O e.r.-.meat ports, ment pay- farmers

nments)
1929..- ......... 108 110 186 142 1t
1930 .........-................... 94 91 123 113 119
1931....-.-..............................-so80 76 84 80 82
1932-......8...............................U 68 56 59 61
1933...........-....... 75 69 61 67 M8
1934 ......-.............. ..... 88 76 69 79 85
1935 ............................ 93 87 90 89 102
193 101 103 104 105 108
1937 ....... -. ....... 11 113 132 il1 114
1938-...-...93 89 80 96 9o
1939..01................................ 10 08 94 99 87

It would be little short of disastrous to go back to the old system
of embargo tariffs and trade wars.
Muich has been said by opponents of the trade-agreements program

about "the American market for the American farmer," but these
opponents say nothing about the inability of the American market
by itself to maintain the American farmer's standard of living. Agri-
cultural production in the United States has been increasing bult unless
the export market for many basic farm products is enlarged, there will
be a permanent reduction in farm output an(1 a psrminevnt reduction
in income for millions of farmers. It is infinitely more important for
the American farmer to have profitable markets for his total produc-
tion than to have exclusive access to a domestic market too restricted to
prive him an income sufficient to maintain a respectable standard of
living.

'4HOW HIGH ARE UNITI)F STATES TARIMF8?"

Not long ago the American Tariff League published a pamphlet
entitled "How High Are United States Tariffs?" in which statistics
are presented pulrporting to show that the level of tariffs ill the
United States is lower than the level of tariffs in a number of foreign
countries. Opponents of the trade-agreemnents program have sought
to use this pamphlet for the purpose of arguing that our tariffs should
not be reduced any further through trade agreements.

9.869604064
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The committee has examined this pamphlet and finds it impossible
to believe that anyone would tiy to base any serious arguments on it
The pamphlet attempts to do something that cannot be done, namely,

to measure the height of United States tariffs as compared with those of
certain other countries. The method actually followed seeks to arrive
at a comparison of the height of United States tariffs with those of a
selected group of countries, by imagining a "representative" cargo of
$100,000,000 worth of goods going from country to country and paying
the duties that would be chargeable on the various items in each
country. The composition of the cargo is arrived at by applying
ratios for the various categories and types of goods, based upon a
study of the total trade of the United States and the United Kingdom.
The pamphlet ignores the fact that a relatively "low" duty can be,

under some conditions, highly restrictive of trade, while, on the other
hand, a relatively "high" duty need not, under certain conditions,
be highly restrictive. Furthermore, measuring the "height" of a
tariff by using as one primary factor in the calculation the actual
duties collected is illogical since it does not take into account the
goods that never enter at all owing to the fact that the tariff is so
high that it does not pay to import them.
The use of a single "typical" cargo, representative of total world

trade sounds much more scientific than it actually is. The same "typi-
cal" cargo is used for all countries, regardless of each country's actual
imports or its needs. In some cases the results are little short of
ludicrous.

It should be obvious, for instance, that a high duty by any country
on a product of which that country is normally and predominantly
a heavier exporter is largely nominal, and for purposes of an analysis
such as this one purports to be, should not be included. Yet, the
rigor with which the statistics are pursued forbids any modification
of the hypothetical cargo. According to the pamphlet over $1,800,000
worth of the cargo annually being imported into Argentina would
consist of "hides and leather products," and the computed duty there-
on would amount to 228 percent. By what possible stretch of the im-
agination should this figure be included as significant to a measure-
ment of the restrictiveness of Argentine import controls? As a mat-
ter of fact, Argentina enjoys such a great advantage as an exporter
of hides and skins that even if she imposed no duty ait all on them
she probably would import none. Likewise with wool; Argentina
is shown as having a duty of 50 percent, on a product which is one of
her principal exports.
Other products included in the Tariff League's "typical" cargo

and of which Argentina is a heavy exporter are corn, wheat, flour.
beef, and barley. These products, together with wool and hides and
skins, account for 75 percent of Argentina's exports, and not one of
them is included among that country's imports, nor would be in-
cluded even if the duties were substantially lowered.
The total duties payable on the hypothetical cargo of $100,000,000

when theoretically imported into Argentina would amount to over
$47.000,000. Of this the theoretical duties on hides and skins alone
account for over $4,000,000 and, together with those on farm products
and foods, for over $24,000,000. In other words, over half of the
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theoretical duty charge payable upon importation into Argentina of
the hypothetical cargo is to be paid on goods that would not by any
stretch of the imagination ever be imported into Argentina.
In the actual calculation of the average duties, serious errors re-

sult from the inclusion of purely revenue duties on imports of goods of
a type notproduced in the home country. These are made still worse,
in connection with the comparison of United States rates with those
of other countries, by reason of the fact that United States import
excise taxes on certain important commodities of a type which we,
ourselves, produce, are omitted. If, as applied to the relative heights
of United States and United Kingdom duties, we make the neces-
sary corrections to cover these two types of error but otherwise apply
the same. methods used in the pamphlet, we arrive at results that are
diametrically opposed to those in the report, as is shown in the follow-
ing tabulation: %

Duties oollectible on theoretical cargo

Tariff League pamphlet As adjusted

Ad valorem Relatives Ad valorem Relativesequivalent equivalent

Percent Percent
United States........3....1.....................c 3t 100.0 57. 0 P 100 0
United Kingdom ........... -. . ; 51.0 118. 3 . 7 .

The adjusted figures shown in the foregoing table are not, of course,
to be taken as accurate measurements of the relative heights of the
tariff walls in the two countries. For, as previously stated, there is no
adequate way to reduce such a comparison to mathematical measure-
ment. What the figures do indicate is how little reliance can be placed
on conclusions resting upon such a study as this.
Even if we were to assume, for the sake of the argument, that the

general impression given by the pamphlet is correct, namely, that
foreign countries have more restrictive controls (including such non-
tariff trade barriers as quotas and exchange controls, which are omit-
ted from the Tariff League study) than does the United States, what
stronger argument could there then be for continuing the trade-agree-
ments program? It is precisely in order to induce other countries to
relax some of their more unreasonable restrictions that this program
has bieen carried on for the past 9 years. What the trade-agreements
policy seeks to do is to stimulate two-way foreign trade.

CRITICISMS OF SPECIFIC CONCE&SIONS-RUBBER

Opponents of the program have painstakingly combed the record
of concessions granted by the United States in the 31 agreements con-
chlded to date, and as a result thereof have found remarkably few
things about which to complain.
A main preoccupation of certain minority members of the commit-

tee in the recent hearings centered on the fact that rubber, which has
always been on our free list, was bound free of duty in several trade
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agreements. Let us examine this complaint, which boils downi to this:
Tle United States Government is now investing some six or seven
hundred million dollars in synthetic-rubber plants. and it is asserted
that this investment, and work opportunities for thousands of our
citizens, are seriously threatened, all because natural rubber has been
bound free of duty in certain trade agreements; and it is sought to
make a special point of the binding in the -agreement with Peru,
signed on May 7. 1942, some months after Pearl Harbor.

Natural rubber was first bound oIn the free list in the trade agree-
ment with Brazil, signed on February 2,1935.
The Peruvian agreement was signed when the present program for

all-purpose synthetic rubber was still largely in the planning stages
and our national rubber program inclu(led financing increased output
of both wild and plantation rubber in the other American republics,
including, Peru, and elsewhere. By November 19142, rubber-produce-
tion agreements had been concludeed with practically all Latin-Amner-
ican countries able to supply rubber, to terniinate at the end of 1946
or more than 2 years after the initial period of the Peruvian trade
agreement. The commitment in the trade agreement to continue the
free-list binding of rubber was wholly in line with our program to
encourage the production of as much natural rubber as possible for our
vital war needs. The essential point at that time was to stimulate
the production of rubber of all kinds. Since the trade agreement with
Peru was concluded for an initial period of only 2 years, the duty-
free status of natural rubber was not fixed for a lellgthy or indefinite
period without the possibility of change, if such change might ever
be necessary or desirable. It shiolId also be noted that no opposition
was expressed by anyone to the binding of rubber on the free list at
the time the Peruvian agreement was negotiated.
Those who now criticize the free-list binding of rubber in trade

agreements assume that the synthetic rubber indiistry in this country
will necessarily require a tariff p)roP after the war. No evidence has
been advanced to support this assumption, and no such evidence'Can
be produced, because the relative p)ost-war efficiency of the synthetic
industry cannot be determined now. In short, the post-war situation
cannot and should not be prejudged at this time. If there is any evi-
dence available regarding the future competitive strength of the syn-
thetic-rubber i~dUStry, it is that costs of production have been declin-
ing rapidly and continuously, anId that the synthetic product is better
than natural rubber for many uses. The peacetime synthetic-rubber
industrV which had developed in the pre-wa~ar period made no request
for tarlff protection against natural rubber and expanded without
such protection or any other form of governmental assistance. Fac-
tors responsible for the unassisted pre-w'ar expansion off-that industry
should be stronger in the post-war period. Furthermore, 10 One
knows now how soon it may be after thle war, if ever, before natural
rubber is again available in quantities comparable to those before
the war.
The need for assisting the synthetic-rubber industry after the war

and the nature anid extent of such assistaiwe, if any is needed, should be
determined on]v after the close of the war, when the question inay
possibly become pertinent in the light of the facts at that time.
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The past binding of crude rubber on the free list in various trade
agreements was justified and in fact served our vital national interest.
Such binding will not hinder the giving of governmental assistance
in son e appropriate form when and if such assistance should in the
future and in the light of the then existing situation appear necessary
and desirable in our national interest.

SHOULD WE ABANDON TILE MOST-FAVORED-NATION POLICY?

In its 194() report on extension of the Trade Agreements Act this
committee made the following explanatory comment on this question:

Probably there is no phase of our foreign commercial relations respecting which
there has been more confusion and misuwiderstanding than the policy of most-
favored-nation treatment. Nor is there any phase of our commercial policy that
rests on a sounder basis once it is clearly understood.
Under the most-favored-nation principle its laid down in the Trade Agreements

Act, a reduction In a duty on a product of one country is immediately extended
to the like product of every other country which has not been found to be dis-
crimninating against our commerce. This principle which protects our trade
against discriminatory foreign tariff treatment has also been adapted to other
types of trade control, such as quotas and exchange control. For example, under
the provisions included in our agreements, if the other country subsequently
enlarges at quota in favor of a third country, a prox)rtionate increase must be
made In favor of inmportations from the United States.
The most-favored-nation principle has as its purpose the serving of the! con-

niercial interests of the United States by eliminating and guarding against dis-
crininatory measures which would otherwise prevent our exporters from com-
peting on a footing of equality in the markets of the world. The evidence before
the committee hlas shown the manner in which the most-favored-nation policy
operates to protect the Interests of our commerce and that It has served these
Interests well.
The Inclusion of the most-favored-nation clause in our trade agreements pre-

vents the concessions we obtain from a country from being nullifled by that
country sul)sequently granting greater beenfits to our competitors and withhold-
Ing them from us. Elementary business sense requires that this obvious precall-
tion be taken. 'Moreover, the * lnnuse immediately obtains for us the lower rates
previously applied by that country to imports from our competitor-s and also
guarantees that we will get the advantage of any lower rates or other benefits
which result from negotiations conducted by that country with other countries
In the future. The testimony shows that under this clause we have actually oh-
taiied hundreds of duty concessions in addition to those specified in the nigree-
ments.

Bult the most-favored-nation policy does even more than this. It serves to
prevent discrimination against our exporters even in the countries with which
trIa(e agreements have not been negotiated. By extending the benefit of the re-
lul lonis in duty which we make In our trade agreements to all countries which
accord our commerce nondiscriminatory treatment, we are in a position to claim
ill return the benefits of duty red(uctions and other concessions which they make
In their trade agreements. In this way we obtain (equality of treatment for our
exporters throughout the world to an extent which would not be possible under
any other policy.
No one now seems to question seriously the desirability of including

a reciprocal p)ledge of inost-favored-nmtion treatment in agreements
with particular countries. However, there are still those who argue
that third nations should not receive the benefit of duty reductions
made by the United States. It is asserted that this means giving
something for nothing. This assertion is not true. Under the trade-
agreements program the policy is to extend duity reductions under
agreements to all countries which on their part do not discriminate
against the United States, i. e., minimum United States tariffs are
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extended to countries which in turn extend their minimum tariff ratesto this country. If the duty reductions made in trade agreementswere not extended to a third country, it is improbable that the country
in question would extend its minimum tariffs to the United States out
of the goodness of its heart. The Congress has repeatedly insistedthat the United States demand unconditional equality of treatmentfrom all other countries and has empowered the Executive, if nieces-
sary, to impose penalty duties on goods of countries that refuse to
extend equality of tariff treatment to this country. Typical instances
of this are the provisions of the Tariff Act of 1909, section 317 of the
Tariff Act of 1922, and section 338 of the Tariff Act of 1930. If theUnited States is to insist on equal treatment, it must accord thesame
treatment to others.

It has been asserted that, notwithstanding the existence of trade
agreements and the power tosusI)end the application of trade-agree-
miient rates of duty to pro(Iucts of countries found to be discriminating
against Amnerican trade, certain countries have continued to discrim-
inate against the United States.
As the committee said in its 19-10 report:
Itis clear to the committee * * * that the extent of the foreign discrim-Inations againstour commerce Is greatly exaggerated by oppoiellts of the trade-

agreements program, althoughitis alsoclear that some discrimination(does
exist. This raises the * * * qulestion * * * What Is the best means
of combating discriminations by foreign countries?

Thle objective of the most-favored-nation policyis to bring about the removal
of discriminations. Itis riot, of course, 100 percent effective in attaining this
end;lnI(leed, few national policies ever are effective to that degree. But surely
Itis not reasonable to suppose that we can rid the world of discriminations by
abandoning the effort. Thel)resentpolicyhlas asits object the maintenance and
('reation of conIditions under which our exporters can competein the marketsof the world on a footing of equality. If we abandon this policy nothing Is morecertain than that the discriminations theyVouIld have to face would be vastly
nore extensive than at present.

Ini addition to thepractical(lollars-and(-cents value of the most-favored-nationpolicy,it represents the only sound basis for orderly and amicableinternational
relations. It is the antithesis of the policy ofdiscriminationn which leads to re-
taliation, tradewanrss, and general ani relmy in international commercial relations.
Equality of treatment has beenthle basic policy followed by this country sinceit
was enjoine1d upon us by President Washington. It has notbeen, and shoulld not
be,
n

subject of partisan controversy. Ithns beena(lvocated and applied by
Republican as well as Democratic administrations. For example, in 1924, the
onorable Charles1,. Hughes, then Secretary of State, stated:"rTlte time hasconmefor demlanding that conditions of commercialcompetition

be placed upon a basis whi(h will both assure ouir owninterestsa nd contribute
to the peace of the world by eliminating unnecessary economic contentions. As
Tve seek pledges from other foreign countries that they will refrain fromI)rac-ticinggdiscrimination. we Tlustheready to give such pledges, and history has
shown that these pledges can be made adequate onlyIn terms of unconditional
most-favored-nation treatment."
The Republicanpllatform of 1932 reaffirmed thuis policy In the following words:
"The historic American policy known as the niost-iavored-nation principle has

been our guiding program; and we believe that policy to be thle only one con-

sistent with a full developmentt of international trade, the only one suitable for
a country having as wideC an(1 diversee a commercel ;Ameerica, and the one most
appropriate for us In view of the great variety of our industrial,algricultural, and
mineral products and the traditions of our people."
A conclusive answer to this question of foreign discrimination in

relation to the trade-agreements program arid use of the suspension
power is containedl in the following quotation from a letter dated
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A )ril 12, 1943, from the Secretary of State to Congressman Gearhart,
which appears in the reoord of the hearings (pp. 42 , unrevised
committee print):
You inquire whether other nations which enter into trade agreements among

themselves extend to the United States the benefits provided for in such agree-
ments, The technical answer io that, with certain limited exceptions generally
recognized in connection with most-favored-nation treaties or agreements, an
major trading nations of the world other than the Axis Powers, and most of the
less-important trading countries, do extend to like products of the United States
the treatment provided for on specified products in their trade agreements with
other countries. Many of these specified products are of interest to American
producers and exporters and the assurances thus afforded them of being able
to continue to sell in foreign markets without the handicap of tariff preferences
In favor of competitors Is of inestimable value.
The broader, practical answer-and the reciprocal-trade-agreements program

Is based on practical considerations-is that in authorizing the President to
suspend the application of trade-agreement concessions with respect to Imports
from countries found to be discriminating against American trade, Congress
had a practical object In view. This object is to bring about the greatest possible
expansion of the commerce of the United States. In administering this provision
the executive branch Is not dealing with questions of abstract theory. It must
concern itself with the practical question of the extent to which the use of the
suspension power will serve the practical end In view.
During the highly unsettled conditions which have existed in the field of

international trade and finance, there have been instances in which countries have
discriminated against our trade because of factors largely beyond their control.
For example, a country unable to acquire sufficient dollars through sales of its
products in the United States market and unable to convert its holdings in the
currencies of other countries into dollars because these other countries require
such holdings to be spent for their goods, may be forced to utilize such blocked
funds for purchases In the blocking countries while maintaining restrictions on
imports from the United States in order to make the most of its limited supply
of dollars.

In such cases the object that Congress had in view would not be served by
denying the benefits of our trade-agreement rates to a country that finds Itself in
the unfortunate position I have indicated. Indeed, to do so would tend to reduce,
that country's supply of dollars still further and thus actually impair its ability
to grant our commerce more favorable treatment. I take It that you would not
advocate the application of the suspension power where circumstances are such
that it Would( impair rather than promote the practical end in view.
The trade-agreements program, based on the most-favored-nation principle,

coupled with a sensible and practical use of the suspension power, has, without
any question whatever, afforded us immunity from discriminatory treatment
abroad, and promoted the commerce of the United States to a degree not con-
ceivably attainable if we ourselves had adopted a discriminatory policy.
During the hearings the assertion was frequently mflade that con-

cessions have been granted to countries which were not the principal
suppliers of imports, and that, therefore, through the operation of the
most-favored-nation claluse, important suppliers have received benefiits,
which cost them nothing. A portion of a Tariff Commission memo-
randuni entitled, "Relative Positions of Agreement Countries as Sup-
pliers of Certain Imports in 1939," which was inserted into the record
(p. 13, of unrevised committee print), was used to support such an
allegation, when actually the complete text, including a table, which
was not inserted in the record, makes it clear that the "principal sup-
plier" policy has been closely adhered to in making concessions.
The muain table in the Tariff Commission memorandum shows that

with regard to the 160 largest concession items (those valued at $500,-
000 or more each on which duty reductions were in effect, and which
together in 1939 accounted for nearly $474,000,000, or about 90 per.
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cent, of all imports on which duty reductions had been made), agree-
ment countries to which the concessions were granted were the prin-
cipal suppliers of 130 items, covering $430,000,000 of imports, or 91
percent of the total.
The table in the Tariff Commission memorandum, referred to above,

is as follows:

cilassiflcation of commodities on whi~h reduced rates of duty were in effect on
Feb. 1, 1948, according to the rank of the agreement country as supplier of
itnport8: Data for 160 commodities imports of which were valued at $500,0000
or mnore each in 1939

Rank of agreement country as supplier I
Classification of imports according ton_

valuetsording I 2
j

3 | Other
j
None I Total

Number of commodities

1,W,000000ormoreeah-67 4 2 3 3 791500,000 or more but less than $1,000,000
each '-- 63 9 2 3 4 St

Total.-.-... 130 13 4 6 7 160

Value of imports from all countries (1,000 dollars)'

1,000,000 or more- 3833758 9,104 2,966 11, 480 8,265 415, 573
9,000 or more but less than $1,000,000
each-45,, ,711 6,436 1,183 2, 038 2, 907 58, 275

Total------- 429,449 15,540 4,149 13,518 11.172 473, 848

Percent of total value

$1,000,f)O ormore-92.3 2.2 0. 7 2,8 2.0 100.0
500,000 or more but less than $1,000,000
each ..............-...... ........ 78.5 11.0 2.0 8.5 5.0 100.0

Total....-. . ..... 90.0 3.3 .9 2.8 2.4 100.0

Imports from Germany and those free of duty under special provisions are not included.
'No imports were received from the agreement country in 1939.
Source: U. S. Tariff Commission, based on official Import statistics of the Department of Commerce.

In relatively few instances where it was expected that the agreement
country would become the principal supplier did it turn out otherwise.
About 4 percent of the imports in 1939 came from agreement countries
which ranked as second or third suppliers. In a few cases only did the
agreement countries supply negligible imports or none at all of certain
commodities on which they had been granted concessions. However,
there are good explanations for these cases.
For example, reductions in the excise tax on imports of residual fuel

oil and topped crude oil were made in the agreemellts with Venezuela
and Mexico but no imports of these commodities were recorded as com-
ing from Venezuela in 1939. The Netherlands 'West Indies supplied
the bulk of the imports, but most if not all of these imports were pro-
duced from crude oil that originated in Venezuela. Reauctions in duty
on imports of canned toinatoes were granted in the agreement with

9.869604064

Table: Classification of commodities on which reduced rates of duty were in effect on Feb. 1, 1943, according to the rank of the agreement country as supplier of imports: Data for 160 commodities imports of which were valued at $500,0000 or more each in 1939


460406968.9
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Argentina i the expectation that, with Italy shut off by war, Argentina
would be able to take her place as a supplier, and it is provided in the
agreement that on termination of hostilities the concesons may be
withdrawn by the United States.

IS THE PROCEDURE SOUND?

On the previous three occasions when the Trade Agreements Act
was under consideration by the committee those who were anxious to
kill off the trade-agreements program sought to accomplish their pur-
pose by appealing for support to make changes in the basic procedure
under which the agreements are made. On these past occasions the
principal argument advanced in support of this strategic attack was
that changes were necessary in order to make the act constitutional.
Such proposed changes usually took the form of amendments which
would require that individual trade agreements should not become
effective unless ratified by a two-thirds vote in the Senate or approved
by majority action of both Houses of the Congress. Other less drastic
changes in the procedure have also been proposed before, but, regard-
less of the nature of the particular change which is proposed, the uncon-
troverted fact is that, almost without exception, these changes were,
and again today are, advanced by those persons who are interested in
killing off or effectively hampering the execution of the trade-agree-
ments policy.
No person can have the slightest objection to such a position being

taken by those who are opposed to the basic policy of the program.
In turn, the opponents of the policy of effective international economic
cooperation can have no objection when supt)orters of the policy
insist that the execution of the policy should not be hampered or
jeopardized by unnecessary changes in a procedure which has proven
satisfactory and workable over the past 9 years. Stripped to the
bone, this is the essential issue underlying the various proposals which
have been offered for changing the procedure, and in particular for
submitting individual agreements to some form of congressional
approval or veto.
The tough and unyielding fact which stands in the way of any

such changes is that the results of the past 9 years of operation under
the present procedure have been satisfactory to an overwhelming ma-
jority of the people of this country. On three occasions now this
committee has conducted lengthy and full public hearings on the
operations of the act, and unless we are to ignore the burden of
the testimony at these hearings as well as the extraordinary degree
of unanimity which has been and is being daily manifested in the
public press in support of this program, the committee has no alterna-
tive than to conclude that changes in the program are neither con-
sidered necessary nor desirable by the vast majority of the people.
Under such circumstances, and particularly at this critical juncture
in our affairs, changes in a matter vitally affecting the conduct of
our foreign afairs should not be made merely for the sake of making
changes, or fancied partisan advantage.
Not only has the record of 9 years operations not shown any need

for such changes, but it seems to be generally conceded today that
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the constitutional objections, heretofore urged in some quarters, are
no longer capable of sustaining the argument in favor of change.
This latter conclusion is borne out both by the fact that the consti-
tutional objections were largely noticeable by their general absence
at the recent hearings and by the fact that the proposed amendment
for some form of congressional veto of individual agreements, which
is now urged by opponents of the program, has no bearing whatso-
ever on any constitutionality issue.
Although the committee feels strongly, as indicated elsewhere in

this report, that there are impelling considerations today which
make any limiting amendments especially undesirable at this time, the
committee nevertheless desires to deal fully with this particular pro-
posed change on both its theoretical and practical aspects.
Legal Principle8 Involved.
The Trade Agreements Act is based on a long-established con-

stitutional principle whereby the Congress lays down the policy
with respect to regulation of this aspect of our foreign commerce
which it desires to have executed pursuant to certain limitations and
standards specified in the basic enabling legislation. An entirely
different constitutional principle and procedure would be involved if
Congress had not legislated on the matter but the Executive had
proceeded on his own, as he might, to negotiate international agree-
inents or treaties which he subsequently undertook 'to submit for
the approval of the Congiess or two-thirds of the Senate as the
case might be. Both approaches are theoretically possible, but the
important fact is that they are different theories of ol)eration and our
lpast experience has shown thlart in the (adjustment of international
trade barriers the former is practical and the latter is not.
The submission of the individual agreements to the Congress

under a veto provision could add nothing to the constitutional valid-
ity of the Trade Agreements Act or the agreements themselves.
Under the Trade Agreements Act changes in our tariff rates are
made, so far as our domestic law is concerned, by the President's
proclamation under the authority of the Trade Agreements Actt.
Changes in the tariff rates are not made by the agreements, per se.
The agreements are merely the means provided in the act for get-
ting foreign concessions in return for our concessions. The agree-
ments are also the mechanism through which, pursuant to the bargain-
ing standard of the act, within prescribed limitations, our rates are
fixed. Since the changes in our tariff rates, i. e. our domestic law,
are made by the President's proclamation pursuant to authority
granted by the Congress in the Trade Agreements Act there is no
constitutional necessity for the agreements to be submitted subse..
quently to the Congress for approval or review. In this respect
the principle underlying the trade-agreements procedure is entirely
different from the theory of the treaty procedure under which the
Executive, without any prior authorization from Congress and with-
out any limitations, negotiates on the basis of what he thinks would
be advisable and then submits the treaty to the Senate for its ap-
proval. Under the latter procedure the Constitution provides that
the treaty itself, when approved by two-thirds of the Senate, becomes
the supreme law of the land.

S. Repte., 78-1, vol. 2---25
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Trade agreements, on the other hand, of themselves never become
the supreme law of the land but the rates established in the trade agree-
ment become domestic law solely by reason of the President's procla-
mation based on the authority of the Trade Agreements Act. In this
sense the legal basis of tariff changes under the Trade Agreements
Act is precisely the same as changes made in the tariff by Presidential
proclamation pursuant to authority granted the President under the
"flexible provisions" of section 315 of the Tariff Act of 1922 and sec-
tion 336 of the Tariff Act of 1930. It is precisely the same procedural
principle as that on which the Interstate Commerce Commission
is authorized by Congress to fix fair and reasonable railroad rates.
The rates fixed by the President under the flexible tariff provisions

and by the Interstate Commerce Commission are not brought back to
the Congress for approval or veto review. It would be theoretically
possible to bring those determinations back to the Congress for re-
view, but it has not been done for the same practical reasons that the
trade-agreement rates are not brought back.

Straight thinking requires that the treaty power issue should not be
permitted to confuse this question. That is an entirely separate issue
which has no relation whatsoever to proposals for congressional arp-
provall or veto of individual trade agreements. Such proposals do
not touch the treaty issue since treaties, as such, require two-thirds
approval by the Senate.

Likewise the congressional veto proposal has no bearing whatsoever
on the argument, sometimes advanced in the past, that the Trade
Agreements Act involved an unconstitutional delegation of legislative
p~ower. If the Trade Agreements Act or any other piece of congres-
sional legislation involved an improper delegation of legislative
powers, Congress could not cure the defect in the legislation by merely
providing that the.unconstitutional action should become effective if
Congress did not act to reject it within a specified period. Nonaction
by the Congress cannot cure improper action.

Accordingly, it is fundamental to any consideration of a congres-
sional veto amendment that all constitutionality arguments be put
aside as entirely irrelevant. Any such proposed change must stand
or fall on its practical merits alone.

Before passing to the practical considerations it is well to remem-
ber that the soundness of the basic procedure of the Trade Agreements
Act is not based on mere reasoning. There are many congressional
and judicial precedents which support this procedure. In the field of
tariff changes, the same theory constituted the basis of section 3 of the
Tariff Act of 1890 and section 3 of the Tariff A-ct of 1897, and also of
the flexible provisions of the Tariff Acts of 1922 and 1930. T7he Inter-
state Cornmer'ce Act provides a square precedent in another rate-mak-
ing field. All of these have been upheld by the courts.
Practical ooneideration.
The practical question is what mechanism will be most effective in

carrying out a tariff-bargaining program in the national interest. Our
entire history in dealing with the tariff has shown that it is essentially
a local issue, and being a local issue it is particularly susceptible to log-
rolling tactics in the Congress. No one has spoken more eloquently or
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persuasively on this central consideration than Members of Congress
who have had experience in framing tariff acts. See in particular
the remarks of Senator Capper in the 1934 debates in the Senate on
the Trade Agreements Act (78th Congressional Record 10379) when
he said:

* * * our experience in writing tariff legislation, particularly in the post-war
era, has been discouraging. Trading between groups and sections inevitable.
Log-rolling is inevitable, and in its most pernicious form. We do not write a na-
tional tariff law. We Jam together, through various unholy alliances and com-
binations, a potpourri or hodgepodge of section and local tariff rates, which often
add to our troubles and increase world misery. For myself, I see no reason to
believe that another attempt would result in a more happy ending.

It was largely this basic difficulty in getting impartial consideration
for particular tariff rates in the Congress that led the Congress in 1922
to establish the flexible tariff provisions whereby the President was
authorized to adjust the rates within a 50-percent-limitation on the
basis of recommendations by the Tariff Commission. It is not the
purpose of this part of this report to dea. with the necessity for a
policy of tariff bargaining under existing conditions but what should
be noted is that the tariff bargaining policy of the Trade Agreements
Act is carried out domestically through essentially the same basic pro-
cedure as was providedby the Congress for unilateral adjustments of
the tariff through Executive action under the flexible tariff provisions.
Our past experience with reciprocity treaties as contrasted withreciprocity agreements which did not require congressional approval

orSenate ratification shows that there is no basis for believing that
anything can be done under a procedure whereby particular tariff
changes are brought back to the Congress for approval. In all our
history only three or four tariff reciprocity treaties have been made
effective despite the fact that some twenty-live such treaties have been
negotiated and submitted to the Congress or theSenate for approval.
The trade-agreements procedure, on the other hand, has been proven

to be workable both in the past and during the last 9 years. Ithasnot only been proven to be a workable procedure, but the outstand-
ing fact is that beneficial results have been achieved without any of
the dire dislocations that have always been feared by the protected
interests from any reduction of their protection. In the 1943 hear-ings,, as in the hearings in 1940, 1937, and 1934, the principal com-
plaint on the part of protected interests isnot that they have been
injured through the operation of the program, but rather that they
may be injured in thefuture. On the basis of such a record, it wouldseeing that, there is not only occasion for changing the procedure,
but that it would be exceedingly unwise at this critical juncture in
our national affairs to make changes in the procedure which at best
wouldbee muchm ore disturbing to many more people in this country
than are the fears for the future whicharefelt by the few protected
interests who continue to oppose the program.
Beyond this it is clearly apparent that have tremendous

stake in the policies which other nations pursue the regulation of
foreign comm erce and as a cold-blooded practical matter cannot

escape the fact that the policies which the other nations pursue

wvill be largely based on their estimate of policy and ability
to make the policy effective. These other nations know, better
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l Ithan we ourselves, that we have never been able to make our reciprocity
policies effective under a procedure whereby individual treaties or
agreements are submitted to the Senate or Congress for review, while,
on the other hand, they know that the trade-agreements procedure has
been effective.
The reply is immediately made by opponents of the trade-agree-

ments program that those countries themselves submit the agree-
ments to their legislative bodies and that we should do no less, and
that they should expect no less. This argument will be analyzed
hereafter. Again let us remember that, aside from the reasons for
it, the fact is that none of our trade agreements under this act have
failed for want of legislative approval in the other countries con-
cerned and this has been our general experience under the agreements
procedure in the past.
So long as the Congress prescribes definite limitations on the scope

of the delegated authority and reviews the administration of the act
every 3 years, it is unnecessary and illogical to submit individual
agreements for congressional review.
There is a final factor which weighs very heavily against changing

the existing procedure in such a way as to provide for either affirmative
approval or congressional veto of individual agreements. Under any
veto or approval formula unfavorable action by the Congress on an
agreement would of necessity be based on untested fears rather than
upon proven dissatisfaction with the terms of the agreement. Like-
wise, as a practical matter, congressional disapproval of an agree-
ment under either the veto or affirmative approval procedure would
result in the loss of the entire agreement rather than, as reasonable
men interested in the Nation's welfare would desire, the miere correc-
tion of any particular difficulty. Any agreement must be negotiated
as a whole, and if it were practical, as it almost certainly would not be,
for the Congress to single out any particular concession which it dis-
approved, tlie other government in question would either refuse to
accept the altered agreement or it would insist on making correspond-
ing changes in its concessions. If a new agreement could be patched
up, which is highly doubtful, the new agreement in turn would have
to be submitted for approval or rejection with no assurance on either
side that it would be acceptable. It takes nothing more than fair-
mindedness to see that in a matter as complex as a trade agreement
where hundreds or thousands of technical items may be involved such
uncertainties might well be interminable and make it utterly impossible
to carry out the policy established by the Congress.

Is it not much more sensible to proceed under the proven existing
mechanism whihlt permits the results of the policy and of the agree-
ments negotiated under it to be tested and reviewed in the light of
actual operation?
Comparison with other aountre*8.
Opponents of the program have sought to make much of the fact

that most of the trade agreements have been submitted by the other
countries to their legislatures. From this it is argued both (a) that
since they do it we should do it and (b) that since they do it it is a
practicall procedure for us as well. Before analyzing the facts and the

l seasons behind this argument it is well to remember that there are two
basie answers to this type of argument. First, no one, and certainly
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least of all the opponents of the trade-agreements pro ram, is willing
to do something merely because someone else does it. In other words,
in this as in all matters we are seeking the best thing and the best way
for us. That is the real question. Secondly, the fact that others do it
and do it successfully is one thing. The fact that we have tried it
and have not found it workable in the past for handling the adjust-
ment of our tariffs is another thing. All that history teaches us on this
point is that different governments can get the same result in different
ways. The important thing is to attempt to understand and why this
is true.
Of the 26 countries with whom agreements had been made up to

April 1, 1943, 5 of them, namely, Belgium, Luxemburg, Cuba, Ecuador,
and Peru, entered into trade agreements with us without submitting
the agreements to subsequent Tegislative action. The remaining 21
countries did submit the agreements to their legislatures but of these
21, 9 countries put the agreements into provisional effect without such
approval and 12 put the agreements into effect after legislative action.
The most important reason behind the difference in the procedure

which is followed by us under the Trade Agreements Act and the
procedure followed by those other countries which have submitted
the agreements to legislative action, is found in the difference between
our governmental structure and practice and the governmental set-up
and practices of these countries. Many of these countries follow the
parliamentary form of government under which the executive repre-
sents the controlling party in the parliament and under this form of
government the relationship between the executive and the legislature
is fundamentally different from the relationship of our Executive to
the Congress. Under our Constitution and our governmental practice
the Executive and the Congress are independent, while under the par-
liamentary form of government the executive only remains in power
so long as it has a working majority in the parliament and accordingly
legislative approval of the action of the executive under such circum-
stances follows more or less as a matter of course, i. e., in such situa-
tions the executive as a practical matter speaks for the legislative body
in negotiating an agreement. We are not interested in changing our
form of government to conform to the parliamentary form of govern-
ment, lbut we are all interested in finding a procedure within our form
of government, which permits our Government to be no less effec-
tive than parliamentary government in dealing with the complex
problem of adjusting international trade barriers on a mutually satis-
factory basis. We are interested in this in our oNvii self-interest be-
cause if we do not have such an effective procedure we are simply
going to be left, in the lurch and find our Government unable effec-
tively to protect and foster the vital interests of this country in this
area of international affairs.
The significant fact which has been overlooked in the heat of this

argument is that the present Trade Agreements Act procedure is de-
signed to establish precisely the same workable relationship in these
matters between our Congress and our Executive as the parliamentary
form of government, of itself, provides in the case of the legislature
and the executive in countries which have that form of government.
In other words, in the parliamentary form of government, since the
executive comes from and is responsible to the legislature it can act
with practical assurance that it knows the policy of the majority of the
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legislature and can speak for it. Under our form of government, the
Trade Agreements Act itself bridges the gap which would otherwise
exist between the legislature and the Executive since through the Trade
Agreements Act the legislature lays down as a condition precedent to
negotiations the general policies and the limitations and general stand-
ards which are to be adhered to by the Executive in carrying out the
mandate of the Congress. In this way the same substantive tie-up is
achieved in these matters under our form of government between the
legislature and the Executive as exists in all matters between the
executive and legislature under the parliamentary form of government.
As a matter of practical politics the executive under the parlianien-

tary form of government can and does submit the agreements mnide
by it with confidence that they will not be rejected since the rejection
of an agreement under those circumstances would ordinarily be tanta-
mount to throwing out the government and the party in power. On
the other hand, as any fair-minded student of American politics well
knows, the same is not likely to be, and, in fact, cannot be the case
here. With us the action of the Executive in negotiating a trade
agreement could be rejected without any immediate internal political
shift in the Government and the only result is that we are left in a
ridiculous and ineffectual situation with the two independent branches
of the Government going different ways to the net disadvantage of the
Nation as a whole.
No responsible citizen of either party should want to bring about

(his situation, particularly under the critical condition under which
our foreign affairs must be carried out today. On the other hand,
no responsible citizens whether he be a member of the legislative or
the executive branch of this Government, wants to solve the problem
by merely turning over to the Executive the entire responsibility for
these matters. As stated above, the essential merit of the Trade
Agreements Act is that it affords a procedure whereby effective results
can be achieved by the Executive working within and pursuant to the
limitations and policies prescribed beforehand by the Congress in
the Trade Agreements Act and the substantive control of the legisla-
ture is further assured by the provision for periodic reviews every 3
years of the actual operations of the. Executive under the act. Even
within the )eriolicreviewIs every 3 years the Executive is perforce
assisted and guided by the views of interested private parties who
make their views known at public hearings on all matters which are
to come utcnder consideration in the negotiation of individual agree-
eneiits and by the views which are continuously expressed on the
operation of palticlllar agreements in the press, in the Congress, and
by interested parties.

There is another basic distinction which is not brought out in a
suj)eficial comparison of our procedure under the Trade Agreementts
Act and the procedure followed by many of the other governments.
Many of the countries with whom we have negotiated aagreement,
particularly most of the Latin-American countries, have made no legis-
lative )rovision for a tariff bargaining plrocedlilre such as that p)ro-
Vdled for in the Trlade Agreemnents Act. These countries, therefore,
imtust carry out their tlra(le-agreement negotiations under their general
treaty-ma king procedures and under that procedure they, of course,
submit the agreement for legislative action. If it were l)ractical for
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us to carry out trade-agreement negotiations under our treaty pro-
cedure, as experience clearly shows it is not, we would, of course, do
precisely the same thing. Accordingly, it is only fair and honest to
recognize that we are comparing two entirely different procedures
when we compare the Trade Agreements Act procedure under which
the Executive negotiates agreements pursuant to and within the
policies and procedures previously prescribed by the Congress, and a
treaty-making procedure under which- the Executive negotiates an
agreement without regard to any policies or limitations previously
prescribed by the legislature. Both procedures get the same sub-
stantive results, but they are different procedures and one cannot be
evaluate(l or compared in terms of the other.
An examination of the information contained in the United States

Tariff Commission's publication entitled "Regulation of Imports by
Executive Action in Countries 'With Independent Tariff Jurisdiction,"
1941, shows that there is not one cawntry of the 26 countries with whom
we had negotiated trade agreements up to April 1, 1943, where the
existing form of government, political situation, and governmental
procedure can be compared with the situation in this country for
the purpose of demonstrating that other countries require the sub-
mission of trade agreements to legislative action under circumstances
which are in any way comparable to ours. All that is clear is that each
of these countries within the framework of their particular govern-
mental organization and poltical set-up has a procedure whereby their
governments are enabled to take effective action in negotiating tariff-
argaining agreements.
A careful analysis and comparison of the procedures existing in

these countries either where the parliamentary form of government
prevails or the negotiations are carried out under a general treaty-
making procedure, shows clearly that the Trade Agreements Act does
not compare unfavorably in terms of effective democratic procedure
with the various procedures adopted by the other countries. In fact,
it is apparent from this point of view that the Trade Agreements Act
procedure with its prescribed legislative policies and limitations, and
the periodic reviews every 3 years by- the, legislature, compares more
than favorably with any of the other procedures.

If comparison be desired, the question may fairly be asked: Is it more
democratic to have trade agreements made by the Executive in adher-
ence to previously prescribed legislative policies and limitations tinder
which le must render a full accounting of his operations to the legis-
lature every 3 years, than in the alternative to have the Executive ne-
gotiate freely with merely -perfunctory subsequent parliamentary ap-
proval of the agreements? In truth, this is the essence of the practical
political choice which faces any government if it desires to be potent
rather than impotent, effective rather than ineffective, in the regula-
tion and adjustment of international trade barriers today.
Conclusion on this aspect.
The committee has undertaken to give all opposition objections and

proposals the most careful and open-minded consideration. If any
need for change in the present procedure had been established the com-
mittee would ave felt obligated to give most serious consideration to
altering the terms of this act. The facts are, however, that no such
need has been established; that the results of the past 9 Years have
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shown the existing procedure to be workable; that the present pro-
cedure is grounded not only in experience but is also based on sound
constitutional principles; that past experience has shown other methods
to be unworkable in dealing with these matters; and that there is
nothing in our procedure which compares unfavorably from the stand-
point of democratic processes or otherwise with the various procedures
followed by other governments under different forms of government
and different circumstances than ours.
Under these circumstances and in the light of the most compelling

reasons which exist today for not creating the slightest basis for doubt
concerning our determination or ability to carry forward an effective
policy of international economic cooperation, this committee is of the
clear conviction that unnecessary and unproven alterations should not
be made in the Trade Agreements Act. No other conclusion squares
with both the record before us and the vital interests of this Nation
today.

VI

TIIE CONCLUSIONS OF THE COMM:IrrEE
On the basis of the foregoing, and of the other testimony offered

before it, and of its own consideration, the committee has concluded
that:

First. It is desirable to continue in existence this tested and sound
instrument of international cooperation, in the interest both of unity
in the war effort, of a secure peace hereafter, and of American
prosperity;

Second. It is desirable to make the vote as large and as bipartisan
as possible, in order that our allies and the citizens of the United
States may be assured that international cooperation in post-war
reconstruction is n6t a party matter;

Third. It is desirable that the extension be inthe form and for the
term that has formerly been used, in order that no unnecessary doubts
may be created.
The committee therefore recommends that the bill which the com-

mittee has reported pass without further amendment, and it bespeaks
bipartisan support for this proposal.

CHANG1ES IN EXISTING LAW

In colmlpliance with paragraph 2a of rule XIII of the Rules of
the Hotse of Representatives, changes in existing law made by the
bill as reported, are shown as follows (existing law proposed to be
omitted is enclosed in black brackets, newv matter is printed in italics,
existing law in which no change is proposed is shown in roman)

Section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930:
SEC. 350. (a) For the purpose of expanding foreign markets for the products

of the United States (as a means of assisting in the present emergency in
restoring the American standard of living, In overcoming domestic unemployment
and the present economic depression, in increasing the purchasing power of
the American public, and in establishing and maintaining a better relationship
among various branches of American agriculture, industry, mining, and com-
rnerce) by regulating the admission of foreign goods into the United States
In accordance witlh the chliracteristies and needs of various branches of American
production so that foreign markets will be made available to those branches
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of American production which require and are capable of developing such
outlets by affording corresponding market opportunities for foreign products
in the United States, the President, whenever he finds as a fact that any existing
duties or other import restrictions of the United States or any foreign country
are unduly burdening and restricting the foreign trade of the United States
and that the purpose above declared will be promoted by the means hereinafter
specified, to authorized from time to time-

(1) To enter into foreign trade agreements with foreign governments or
instrumentalities thereof; and

(2) To proclaim such modifications of existing duties and other import restric-
tions, or such additional import restrictions, or such continuance, and for such
minimum periods, of existing customs or excise treatment of any article covered
by foreign trade agreements, as are required or appropriate to carry out any
foreign trade agreement that the President has entered into hereunder. No
proclamation shall be made increasing or decreasing by more than 50 per
centum any existing rate of duty or transferring any article between the
dutiable and free lists. The proclaimed duties and other import restrictions
shall apply to articles the growth, produce, or manufacture of all foreign
countries, whether imported directly, or indirectly: Provided, That the Presi-
dent may suspend the application to articles the growth, produce, or manu-
facture of any country because of its discriminatory treatment of American
commerce or because of other acts (including the operations of international
cartels) or policies which in his opinion tend to defeat the purposes set forth
in this section; and the proclaimed duties and other import restrictions shall
be in effect from and after such time as is specified in the proclamation. The
President may at any time terminate any such proclamation in whole or in part.

(b) Nothing in this section shall be construed to prevent the application, with
respect to rates of duty established under this section pursuant to agreements
with countries other than Cuba, of the provisions of the treaty of commercial
reciprocity concluded between the United States and the Republic of Cubit
on December 11, 1902, or to preclude giving effect to an exclusive agreement
with Cuba concluded under this section, modifying the existing preferential
customs treatment of any article the growth, produce, or manufacture of Cuba:
Provided. That the duties payable on such an article shall in no case be increased
or decreased by more than 50 per centum of the duties now payable thereon.

(e) As used in this section, the term "duties and other import restrictions"
includes (1) rate and form of import duties and classification of articles, and
(2) limitations, prohibitions, charges, and exactions other than duties, imposed
on importation or imposed for the regulation of imports.

Section 2 (c) of act of June 12, 1934:
C(c) The authority of the President to enter into foreign trade agreements

under section 1 of this Act shall terminate on the expiration of three years from
the date of the enactment of this Act.3
Joint resolution of March 1, 1937:

[That the period during which the President is authorized to enter Into foreign-
trade agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by
the Act (Public, Numbered 816, Seventy-third Congress) approved June 12,
1934, is hereby extended for a further period of three years from June 12, 1937.3
Joint resolution of April 12, 1940:

[That the period during which the President Is authorized to enter into foreign-
trade agreements under section 350 of the Tariff Act of 1930, as amended by the
Act (Public, Numbered 316, Seventy-third Congress) approved June 12, 1934, is
hereby extended for a further period of three years from June 12, 1940.]
Section 1 of the joint resolution:

That the period during which the President i8 authorized to enter into foreign-
trade agreements under section 850 of the Tariff Act of 1950. as amended by the
Act (Public, Numbered 316, Seventy-third Congress) approved June 12, 1934, is
hereby extended for a further period of three years from June 12, 1943.
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